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ny amount de make their rent

nearly all of the resident physicians, and
by many scientific reen, among them Dr,
0. W, Holmes, Prof. Agassiz and others.
It is a somewhat remarkable fact that

e expenses

smdhun save exp
i

‘order

is

aby the Pablisher for their discontinuance,
- and w il Pont ofall arrearagesis made as re,
uire

each subscriber 18 particularly requested to mote

about one

the date on the label far the expiration of his sub-’
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this oflice.

THE

The courts have decided that refusingto take

ho
palonicas from the Jus st-office, or’
romaviag and Jeavingg them uncalled. for, is prima
tacie evidence of Sitedtor fraud.
aa When

Agents recee

Sons

on

tiquities, now

imme no percentage

pN

I: sold on A
lie
hens of returning

The Wiorning
Warning Sir.
WEDNESDAY,
EDNESDAY,

MAY

7,

up

Be

¢ mummies

at the

Athe-

date at Yeast 1,400 years

3,000 years old. They must bave existed
soon after the death of Moses and Aaron,

18
167,

when

Rameses

(Segostris)

throne of Egypt, and

was

on

the

Thebes, the maguifi-

cent, ‘was the queen city of ail the earth,

GIT

With broken staff and feet unshod,
And half despairing ory,
Ye only mark the uplifted rod--

Ye only yield the sigh.
© faint of heart! lift up your eyes;
Behold how breaks the day!
O deafened ones! along the skies
The joyous tabrets play!
Awake, ve feeble souls, arise! .

Carthage by Dido, and of Rome by Romulus were events of the distant future.
“And

© The Master calls away.

thou hast allied about-=-how strange the
story—
A

Stoop down, dear Lord! speak very low,

In Thebes’ chroot hres thousand years ago,
When the Memnonian stood in all its glory,

Lest we amid the noise
Of maddening sin and weary woe,

And time had not begun.to overflow
Those temples, towers and palaces stupendous,

fail thy dulcet tones to know,

¢ Since first thy form was in this box extended

Nor hear thy loving voice,

We have above ground seen sore strange mutations,
The Roman empire has bégun and ended,
New worlds have risen, we have lost old nations,
And countless kings have into dust been humbled,

+O

foot-sore pilgrims! heed ye not
The flinty path ye tread;
- The Master's feet the path have wrought,
The night dews wet his head;
Thy sorrowing tears are not forgot,
For He the like hath shed.

While not a fragment of thy flesh has crumbled.”

. These xvelics are interesting to the Bilile

student,

O feeble souls! depressed by fear,
Behold

how

for they bring vividly to mind

many seenes and characters described by
Moses, and. show show distinctly: the idea
of the immertality of the sonl and of the
resurrection of the bedy was impressed up-

breaks the light!

Trust the dear Lord, agd ye shall hear
The songs He gives at night;

- Though hang the dark clouds over near,
The lining still is bright.
,
— Elizabeth Oakes Smith.

on: the, minds

of the aflvient Egyptians:

When Moses went: out of Egypt, he must
have left many imperfect religious impres-

PA

Boston Correspondence.

the

‘A loud chorus rolls’ out’ through

wide

open

doorsof an old, deformed,

modern two-story building that leans on
one hip, as it were, in weariness and pain,
settled down level with the sidewalk, and

yet

filled

of men,

to bursting with a packed crowd

and illuminated with brilliant jets

bring

out in strong relief the features

f as motley and curious a crew as gaslight ever shone upon. That chorus isa
roarer atid a stunner,

He

Events of - th
the Week.
a

Yice

car- | also wing letters, from the be presen

| President and several Hon. gentlemen, an

4

‘the exercises elosed
| A grand Levee was given at the Jpg,

from report.

ry

LYNCHING IN MAINE.
The State of Maine
has just gained some
of that notoriety: that

believe me, even

in

All hail the power of Jesus’ naine |

Entering, We just find spice to’ stand, by

the ‘door, ard look through’ a’ long, Tow

room, some forty feet by twenty odd, filled
with wooden settées and a dense crowd of
unkempt heads and unshaven [faces, with

a’ little platform’

at” the’ indermodt end,

whereon stands a melodeon and sits a play:
ér'and singer with ‘his face’ té “the eongre-

(for they have one) urges us to go up forward, and finally John ‘comes himself and

leads us to seats among

gentlemen Wha

a’ few ladies and

Have come in to assist.

pléasant countenance, is John McAuley's
wife and fellow-worker here; and a Bible:
reader’ also ‘ainong the unfortunates of the
tegion, tharried, or even worse; but she
was his mate in the old life too, and came

up out ‘of it with him.” By and by she
will ptay, and pour out her heart for the
poor wretchés around her, in the pleading,
rsiasive tones of a true woman's feeling.
the opposite side I recognize with astonishment a face prominent and faniiliar

many

years fn’ ‘Wall street (not the stock

exchange) '} that of so quiet a man that it

was long before I knew him for a’ religions
man,

and

now

I learn

that

itis here‘he

to describe them. . Suffice itto say that they

into the tombs,

on

which

‘were
are

in-

buries its eggs), the ‘Egyptian emblem of

tute on the Physiology of the mental faculties,
The Lowell Institfite lectures are
free, the institution being richly endowed.
They offer a school of science to all who
are interested in scientific investigation,
and the lecturers are always men who stand’
first in their profession.’ The numerous
courses of lectures, which have had a wide’
range of subjects, were this season opened
in the autumn by Prof, Tyndall, and were
followed by Prof. Cooke, with most bril-

well-dressed, the usher at the door

life,and numerous scarabs (the beetle which

hrown

Insti-

are

seribed prayers to Osiris, the god of eternal

In the Way Collection’ may

be seen a multitude of images whieh

LOWELL INSTITUTE LECTURES.
Dr. Brown Séquard has been giving a

we

the resurrection. On one tablet is a representation of the soul leaving the body in
the form of a bird,and on one of the images

may be seen the soul returning to the mummy, forthe Egyptians believed that the spirit
would animate the same body again, and

are, save

a

number

of sailors and miscel-

laneous, the regular bammers and vagrants
who dodge about from one police station to
another for lodgings by night, or crawl undér

doorsteps” or

prowl" about

hogsheads,

to beg

and

by day

or steal or Somehow

x

BAPTISM,
Sabbath, April 20, we gathered with hun-

comes

of lynching

costia,

standup.
wants us to pray’ for ‘you, tow ‘pray for
yourselves. - I had to prdy for myself. ‘Do
you want. to know how I prayed?

one

of the suburbs.

There

were

dates, joining hands, followed, and one

af-

ter another was immersed, returning and
joining hands again until all were baptized,
Towards the last, they began to praise
God, shouting and singing, and rocking
their bodies back and forth until their faces

'"Why,the

sweat’ just rolled off of me. ' That was
praying! Now don’t be afraid to pray ight
ot. ”

Now every soul in the room gocs down
on /his knees.
‘Prayers follow in short
and quiek succession, McAuley fréquently
prompting @nd calling out one and another.
“Now another young convert pray. It
will strengthen you! Don’t be afraid.” . +
‘“ Now Brother 'B~~—, you pray.” . “ Now another young convert.” At iotervils some one raises ‘a 'somg, ‘exultanti

A

nearly touched the water.

The tears fell

like rain over our faces, while Some in the
motley crowd laughed uproariously. Oh,
how sacredly solemn these vows seemed to

us.

Then and there we prayed God would

| send salvation to all this emancipated race,

| —a saving salvation that might saye to the
uttermost.
NATIONAL

“Academy

of Science

corporatedin 1863,

the

Smithso-

This Association was
to

comstitute

an

in
advi-

sound® so strange in an apostolical prayer | sory body tol stand between the govern‘Another Eailor’s short and ‘sim- ment and the projects of schemers whose
ple prayer impresses itself on my memory. assaults on the ‘Treasury had become of a

“0 Lord, I bend my sinful knees to thee serious and alarming nature, The charter
this night to'bléss me. ‘Go ‘with me to sea of the Association was granted upon the
in ‘that ship to-morrow. ' Oh, thou keeps
the ‘winds and waves in they hollow of thy
hand;—keep ‘me the ‘same, and help me to
conqtier “and ‘conquer’ again the devil and
give theethe glory, for Jesus’ sake, amen
All pray in the first person singular, their
consciousness neither lost fior muffled in’ a
erowd.
‘Women too, pray. Finally’ my
still’ Wall street friend bredks out in impassioned and importunate supplication for
ereatures, and pleads as if

he could wever let go.
But my paperis filled. ‘I ean vnly add
that after the doxology all seem inclined
like Peter to tabernacle here still, shaking
hands, and ‘it is long before the congrega-

tion is seriously thinned by dispersion.
Vion
ERE
hth HT

Special

condition that whenever called upon by any.

department of the government it would investigate, examine, experiment and

report

upon any subject of science or: art without

compensation ; the actual expenses of said
investigations to be borne byi. the ‘government. The Asseciation now ntunbers upwards of fifty members, among whom are
some of the most scientific men in the coun-

try.
We can not here repeat the names -of all
the noble and. talented gentlemen present
at this council of savams. At no time in
our remembrance have we ever seen a body
of men together, who were. representatives
of more ability than these. Their talent,
culture, refinement, deep research and sci-

entific reputation ' were demonstrated

by

It was a delight to:look over
that body. of men and read the wonderful
manifestations of science in. their noble and
exalted features. Fifty such men as Dr.
Asa Gray, Prof. Joseph Henry, Prof, J. E.

i | their faces.

Correspondence:

WasHINGTON, D. C.; April 80, 1878.
April rivaled March in the grace of her Hilyard, Dr. I. L. LeComte; Prof. S, Newwinning” introduction. She sweetly toyed comb, Prof, Benjamin Pierce, Admiral
with the tiny raindrops, and tempted the John Rodgers, Prof, B, Silliman, Prof. Az-

tender grass out to greet hier, agd only once nold Guyot and the others usnamed,
has she given

her ‘pets a cool reception.

and

corn

are

up

nicely,

and before many

weeks we shall be feasting on these early
goodies. ' Early York cabbage and kale of
fall’ planting did not stand the sevére winter. Thousands of fruit'trees are being set
out,’ buildings aré going up in all parts of
the city, street’ improvments are in some

directions

being

‘pushed

to completion,

while in other quarters there is a standstill,

one

seldom sees but once in a life time. We
can hardly tell you our deep; interest in

Rye looks finely, ‘clover vigorous, grass
stout, and gardens throw out suggestions hearing such speakers as. Dr.
or’ crisp lettuce and tender radishes without
hot-bed stimulants. Peas, beans, potatoes

Charles E.

Brown-Séquard, Prof. ‘A. I. Wocikof and
others. The session lasted four days..
We
would like to be able
to do justice to the
subject under discussion by this council, as
also to give you items of interest from the,
Smithsonian Institute, or. in imagination
take your readers across the way ito the
Agricultural = Grounds, ; where trees, and
shrabs, and flowers of wondrous beauty
and rarity make one fancy themselves almost at the gateway of Eden.
Bessie BEecH.

Crime and cruelty have left their defacing
el
record on these passing months. The ¢omHere also is a small statue or image of Osic little food their stomachs crave. They “are mutation of O'Brien's’ senténce' was ‘not
Shingles and Sermons,
iis, holding an Egyptian’ cross, at that peri- absolutely the most degraded and’ miSera- well received. Tt savored strongly of Cathod' thé emblem of imniortality. On a lamp ble class of beings in New York, except olfc sentiment, While nothing’ less than murHarper's Magaziné is tgsporisible for the
dér ‘marked the criminal, If the gallows following :
liant chemical experiments, Dr. Hayes, made at thé beginning of ‘the Christian ‘era, their femile counterparts.
But I shall never get on with the meet- | doés not lessen ctithe, it puts the criminal Ministerial’ erfiuneration in the early
among, others, | ve an illustrated course of may be seen’ both the Egyptian and the
Christian
cross.
Here
are
also
many
vases
ing, it seems. The proceedings are a little ‘beyond sénding terror to other hearts aid days of ‘the great West-was oti the worldly
lectures on the otic seas, and Dr. Brown
If O'Brien had murdered Gén. basis of all other matters. ‘As an illustracontaining
the
viscera
of
the
dead,
their
unigue.
One is surprised af first that there ‘omes..
Séquaypd, the distinguished Parisian savant,
Sherman,
would Mis, Sherman’ have plead- uon, we give the case of Rey. Jacob Patch,
covers
representing
{lié
deities
or
genii
who
seems
to
be
no
praying,
but
all
is
talking,
the physician of “Stmner and of several
. | McAuley stands all the time ‘in the, center ed his commutation? Would a Protestant yedrs ‘ago ‘of Northern Indiana. No pur
public Mien" of like eminence, is now clos” protected the four vital parts of the b
nage certainly dates as far bak a and urges if on, though, it seems £0 come have beef the recipient of her earnest sup- er, Gimplér-minded man ‘than he. Thor:
ing the lectures, and is adyancing bolder One
the
ther
of “Ramesés,
if fast enough. , One after another, the sou, plilication for reprieve, under the dame eh oughly educated i literary and theological
theories of 1aen(al' scietice ‘than those of
cumstances? :
colleges under New England influences, he
physical science which Prof. “Tyndall set
The, Atheneum, besides. ith Nhu _ ‘men around | him et, up apd’ make ittle |
EXANCIPATION, ,
.
soon adapted himself to Bis new work of
pietures, contains many, interesting. relies, =pegches. not; oxemhalf a minute Tong, and. | .
forth in the autump.
.
aiding
in Christianizing the West. After a
bound,
to
cay,
that
I
haye
seldom
|
{The coloredcitizens calébusted the. wind
Aécording to Di VSdddad, there is So- among them pavels carved in oak from the.|I
crét power at work Jn us, superior to the Gastlg of Montmorency, and from am apaxts, heard: better expressions of Christian; sen-, anniversary of mancipaticnin the District few years’ residence in the’ land "of prairie
ordinary brain power whieh iis not subject ment said to have been | oocupied by Mavie, timent, as a whole, in, A, prayer meeting; {of Columbiay Aphil' 17. The crowd was and forest he began the building of a house
to the will, but to Tin of itsown. Tn other Antoinette, » fragment, of Danté’s -jeoffin, (no, not, even..in: Eulton street, , They have large; the: rprocession:! fine;<>somé. of ' the: for HinseT: His’ wayof paying for" shinmight’ be'HEw to MF, i MisWA LE
£
words, there jis, an, unknown power in the (vemeyed)and Eliot's Iudian Bille, Among a. likeness, a9;,0f one. family, belonging, ‘host 'stilking features beingothe mounted) gles
.
human system thakis, superior 10the , veor | ‘thesrare pictures ave , Washington Allston’s| rather,ito what is called the enthusiastid, | police, ‘chief mhrshiad and gids;oiwith! the! 56 tras vith’ dir plon
ognisbddaguitics.. 1! Certain persons, "says Belshaazar's: Feasty upon. whieh, the: artist: lang great sirasaon present salvation and | 'menibers of! tie differend ' Todiges, which good pede nb Ho aR"§hod Mtg
perhaps dwell in the valley of the Nile.

sponge ‘the ‘means ‘of a little intoxication,
and’ pick’ up

from

The

Boston

Young

Tuesday evening.
and has continued

introductory’

Men's

It began
so since,

speeches

Christian

successfully,
There were

in Russian, Scan-

dinavian, French, €melic,
ese, Arabic and Hawaiian,

German, ChinAlmost evegy-

thing is exhibited,and the customs of all the:

nations are imitated.

One can enter a tent

and take.coffee like an: Arab,

a genuine

Normandy

buy

toys

peasant,

any chaiice refuse the

of

hear the

frequent calls to prayer from the minaret
of the Syrian house, listen to speeches in
all the principal foreign tongues, see an

Oriental wedding
see a

procession, and, in

miniature of the.

and

whole

fact,

world, —all

all beneath

ome

roof.

Associa-

tion ought to win it success.

THE TRIAL OF THE HOM@OPATHS.

commenced

meeting.

fellow

the

Association began its world’s fair last week

The pluck and enterprise of the

OF SCIENCE.

| April 16, at 12'0’clock; M., in

Swedish “sailor ‘prays fervently in his nian Instittition.

poer

He then set the camp

pened to be in camp escaped and gave

for fifty cents,
ACADEMY

The sixteenth annual meeting-of the Na-

tional

| unknown tongue, ‘which would not hive

his

were sleeping there.

on fire and fled. .But two other men who hap-

dreds to witness the ordinance of baptism, alarm. Search was inslituted,and the murou, the banks of the Anacostia river. ThisTh | derer caught and bun Wednesday by a
Isle. ftisnt stated
‘river, branching out from the Potomac, is party from Presque
often called the Eastern Branch, and dis | what prompted Cullen to the crime.
vides Washington on the east from AnaTHE BAZAR OF THE NATIONS.

ten candidates, Two ministers preceded
¢ All "you: men,” fesays, “that them into the water, and then the candi-

Water street. The bac¢havals in thany a
dance house may slhg with a will, but ‘they may ‘be, or penitent. ‘A vinging favorite,
oan Hever pack as many stentorian pairs'of more than once: apne; gas
1
lungs jn one company or joi them fu otie
Oh, Pni so happy, that Jesus loves me!
song, as we now hear pealing forth

spends his evetings, and some of his wealth.
There are also a few faces well known “in
Fulton street meetings,and a few yell-dressed people, strangers entirely to me. Bat
the Taity of that congregation! Words fail

sions behind.

Boston, April 28, 1878.

course of four lectures at the Lowell

street.

That lady-looking, ‘handsome, youngish
woman ott the right néar the wall, with an
irrepressible ' radidnce beaming - from her

Of which the very ruins are tremendous,

May bardly dare rejoice ;
May

sound among the night voices of Water

The colossi must have but just been" erected, the Memnonian mi ling. its morning’
hiuic with the Nile.
Assyria was yet to gation. Before'it in ‘the'center stands John
vise, Troy to fall, and Sparta to become a MecAuley, a large, muscular Ifishman, with
big, bony features and a little cranium back
kingdom. The glory of Jerusalem, the
building of the Temple, the founding of of them covered with short, black hair. “As

mouptains of our God,

O weary pilgrims, hie!

.

exhibition

Béfore the Christian era, and are more thad

The Day Dawneth,
i

on

But as we thread our way through the
hubbub and glare, we come upon a new

hat

COLLECTION.

neum, but which 1s’ designed for the Art
Museum, when it shall be built. “This was
known in England as” the Hay Collection,
It was brought from Egypt about fifty years
Rt
v

star fo gin
i
ed in addit

aa Wesend no had
sien, he eg)
with’ ne

WAY

We have examined nothing in the musetims of Boston that has so much interested
us as the Way Collection of Egyptian an-

Wiice or not.

oa ae

subject,

always consists of ladies, , Another remgtkable fact is that many very young people, in fact mere girls and boys, attend
these lectures, and seem to comprehend and
to enjoy them,

DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper. regularlyor
from the post-ofiice—whether directed to his name
another’s, or whether, he ne subscribed or not—is
sponsible for the paymen
his ba per discontinued, he
3
Be ht 11 perso!
Eng, or the publisher may con.
must pay all
aymentis made, and collect the
tinue to send it
whole amonnt thay the paper is taken from the

3.

half of a Lowell Institute audi-

ence, however abstruse may be the

NEWSPAPER
ER

'

that

w

‘his inability
10 be resent.

It happened some time ago that several
members of the Massachusetts Medical
Society, which is Allopathic, apostatized
to the harmless practice of Homeopathy.
The Society immediately preferred charges

against them.
court was

Finally, a sort of Medical

established,

ordered to appear,

and

the

apostates

The farce began last:
of the. accused,

Wednesday, but as several

desired more time to prepare their defense,

a final hearing was set down for May 14..
What folly! Why mightn’t the Homceo-

paths just as veasonably bring the
exclusive

Allo.

that there

paths to trial ? We didn’t know

was any

right of Medical prac--

4

THE MODOC

WAR,

[

The troops have thus far got the worst of
it in fighting the Modocs. They arc such
sneaking fellows that it is impossible to bring
about a fair fight with them. After it was
supposed that they had left the lava beds,—

the lava beds are only rocky hills, where the
Indians hide and shoot unseen,—a force of’
sixty-nine troops was sent out to look up
their position." They had proceeded some
miles; and had just telegraphed back to’
camp that there were no

Indians

in sight,

when a deadly volley was poured upon?
them from the rocky defiles, and only
twenty of the’ troops escaped safe to camp.
Of course, these sugeesses encourage the
Indians,

and

the

prospects

of a

general

war with them are growing. Gen. Davis
has succeeded to Gen. Canby’s place, and
means fo get at the Indians in the soonest
possible fime.©

And

still,

these

Modoes

number only ‘about 150 fighting men. But
they are a wily set of fellows, full of guile,
and in whom not the least confidence can
be placed.

It wouldn't be a bad

thing

to -

get them out of the way, provided the Regu-

lor Army isn't annihilated in doing it.
THE EPIDEMIC STILL RAGING.
Mr. Taintor is the last vietim,—uuless
there should be a half dozen others before
this is read. He was Cashier of the Atlantic
National Bank of New. York, and last
week Monday he voluntarily confessed
that he had robbed the bank of $400,000,
and asked for an examination ofits affairs,
which was immediately had, and the actual
deficit found to be $604,000, or nearly a

quarter of a million more

than

its entire

capital and surplus. Taintor also stated that

he had spent all the money

in speculation

in. Wall street,extending back over the past
five years,and the investigation showed that
he had lately appropriated $75,000 of the

bank’s specie and

$162,000

of securities

placedin ‘its keeping by depositors, The
bank was promptly placed in charge of the
United States examiner and Taintor committed to’'jail."
The stockholders of the
bank ‘will lose everything,’ and the depositors have a small prospect of saving fifty
cents on a dollar,
THE VIDMNA COMMISSIONERS.

fase

lo

thin 0)

fluence

ofthe

mission;
roses and eaid;ses

x Fie khan range:of. the recs

«Bro. "Winchedter’ sdys that ho is dissatiso

his novel”

ds dowasy

BVT should have turned” and gone off 6Q'by gitls dressedi WHItS, Bearing ball rélitions ws’ pastor and People, “ié aljaded stood. that: the: result of the examination
uit and the grounds on which the recommenland dons’ something © very ‘widked, that’ fags and répréséting the! several states 0 16° thelr ‘eontidict; ‘and gave a

of one half banoh
If he had eVer been as prout 4 sinner! ‘would have" fiade me miape! iflsertinle yety
Pro PIR. UP GrGerér; ‘orator of the diy) whicheliowed thighalanoe
he would have beepisatisfiell/as ‘But? now Thad this prayer mbeting herd at! Spoke toneting! ‘op ABFEAn? Lincohy) and in'thelf favor udprid for) w And now; my
ham: mow, with Jesus? oi Dow) of head ody Gon, wid ‘nothing elke ‘todd but:tolcome’| loqitetitly
veferred fo tHe pant; ‘dwelyap dear brothers tnd “sisters sid hd, « Iam
Wd cota bab viii thd Both | were vighe! |i dnd stay, Bid" Whoh TD Went home, my | sine’ INGEOn the BREE evans Bt the nok owing yout for eitotigh shitgles to Goffe

ogniséd ‘miental: facultios.”, Ha illustrated (fied.

for Yy “ititiy wonderful

fics WhichWe Hive nf hs pict 10 mienti6n.

So i, would seem that, mani little agn{

|

in befitting Tnnidatige
quainted: with Himself, afterall. | Hoonly | the eH pli and the récltimed ‘old Vomit. | wife sys sto, © Why, wiiat's the: ‘matters | | Pregetit, (afd Gulopad
|Chiattos
Sitter.”
Feedosiok:
Douglas ie
Bill?
You
100k
#s'if
sovhething
Wonderful
knows the boundaries.of Himself, atid what | The’ ineident impréssed vs, and elositigshie
ie $tipposes to be himself, is not hidisé ff at disomwive Token; we lave the! thought bi good hdd’ happened.” bh Lothar: ‘expressions’, Hiveted di interesting address, "ahd thie deer
etter” IF ‘Charles ‘Sumner
of Joy" in hate ifier "thie ia of hard | retary todd
o
ni
HB
all; only, sgenta of, an, unknown : mental the Yeader.
+ OF 0f
Yin a
ribuive worn

F}

Fontan

by’

16 a'sertion, bit, Providetice ‘permitting, 1
will come’ over to you at tn earl, ay

hold a prayer testing

And he

currency for change was’ a

dationds: fotifided dre: to be: immediately

forwarded

The exposition was innagurat-

ed Fhursday by the. Emperor, with impos
ing! ceyeménies. In the meantime the
American Department: iso said to bg closed

and’ upy, on: ‘acount of

di. The
%

1

tice.

A despateh is received. froma the special:
| commissionat, Vienna; appointed by the
Presidentyto examine inte the alleged irthe.
tealizod
eleansing
from
call
sin,
and,
@
2
le
hitie),
Having
a
shi
£16"
machifie,
regularities of thie original commission, to
spent
some
of
the
best
howrsiof
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There was not much gayety among the
nine on their trip home, A cloud hovered
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Sabbath School Lesson.—May lth.
QUESTIONS

AND

THE

NOTES

BY

PROF.

REPORT FROM

J.

A.

29. Who came unto Jacob? In what state of
;
mind? What did they tell him?
30. How did Joseph speak to them? Why did
he so speak? What did he call them? What is
a SPY) Why could he reasonably suspect strange
A
Arabs?

Could they

31, 82. What reply to this charge?

it? How did their statements show
were notspies? How account for two
ere they accustomed to
number?
Joseph as dead?

did

he

put them?

did Joseph

them.

17.

‘What changed his mind?

Why

propose?

Verse 16.

Why

his words imply?

say

Jacob

State

insist on Ben-

them?

to

What

do

covered,

for CMlist says to us, * Peace I leave with
you, my peace I give unto youn.”

ting and proper?

a slight eminence

be

and

alarm

make

to

a

result remembrance of their

this unexplainable circumstance to him who

How is the peace of our minds affected by sin?

now

NOTES AND HINTS.
‘seven

years of plenty was very wide-spread, so
that from every surrounding country expeditions for grain went to Egypt. Every.. where the * lean and ill-favored kine” ate
-ap ** the seven fat kine.”
To understand this lesson, it will be nec-

them

of the

se-

return, and

the secret misgivings of his heart, because

Simeon was not with them. They went
forth ten, they return nine, He was eager
to hear their history ; they were more eager
to tell it.
They had not
30. Accusep AS Spies.
the remotest idea who this lord of the land
was, nor could Jacob possibly infer from

give them trouble

and

conscience

enough to humble

their hearts,

and warm

which he bad before found to be unfeeling
and cold. There were sufficient grounds

for regarding a company. of Canaanites as
spies; for excursions into Egypt from the
porth, by bands of Arabs, were not infre-

quent.

Hence

Joseph would not seemto

be unreasonably suspicious in this charge.

81, 32. Tae REPLY 10 THE CHARGE,
Their answer to the accusation was as good
as could have been given, under the circumstances. It is strange how utterly powerless man may be to repel a false aecusation,
Joseph himself was once in this same con-

dition.

brethren were without evi-

These

dence of their innocence. They replied
that they had come to buy food; that they

were the sons of one man; that they were

¢ ‘true men, that is, what they claimed to be;
that their number originally was twelve, of
«whom one was not, and thd other, the
with

‘at home

youngest, was

to

temptation.

them

promi-

stand themselves, and

realize

the

motives

continuously, and earnestly. We note here,
however, that we differ from those, who

vile-

think that,as a rule, ministers are in special

or said by his brothers, together

singly,

to their father, from which he might infer
that they were accessory to his death.
His feelings led him to take a desponding
view of his misfortune ; he saw no bow ugon the cloud, forgot the light above

i, had

no prophetic power with which to see its

sudden disappearance, and the bursting
forth upon him of the glory of the sun. So

** All things

it is with-us in our afflictions.
are

against

me,”

we

say,

and

his fatherin

the land of ‘Canaan. If they were the sons
of one man;it would seem to prove that

He

assigns, as a reason,

not

our heads

that

Reuben

was untrustworthy, nor that Reuben was
too self-confident, but the fact that Joseph
was dead, and Benjamin *‘ is left alone.”
The language of Jacob intimates that Beunjamin would not be safe with his brethren.

Of mischief in Egypt he has less fear, than
of * mischief by the way.” Nor did be
picture the attack of roving robbers, or the

spring of the lion upon the unwary youth
to excite his fears; but Jacob

saw

danger

from the company in charge of Benjamin.
Had he no suspicion of their connection
with the loss of Joseph he would not have

said, ** if mischief befall him in the way
in which ye go, then shall ye bring down
my gray hairs with sorrow to the grave.”

Then Jacob was a man of whitened locks.
As his age

was one hundred

years, we can well believe it,

and

jinflictions on their souls.

This

language

shows that they were accustomedto report

thirty

Age clings

to youth, Jacob leans fondly upon Benjamin. Remove. the prop and the old man

falls into the grave. If this demand of his
other sons for Benjamin to accompany them
to Egypt should cause the death of the lad,

der-world where he might hope to meet
with his departed.
Thus Jacob

makes

a most

with beautiful wild flowers.

:

19

to

let

him

On

the

west

is the sea, and on the east the mountains

of

Looking at this whole matter, we see
that self-interest should lead Christians to
pray for ministers, for they can not receive
blessings from God without their brethren
receivinga share of those blessings. The
spiritual necessities of others should ‘lead
Christians to pray

for

ministers,

for

and ‘man, what stronger proof can he give

than to devote his substance to the welfare
of the human race and the glory of God?
Ljoin with “R, W.,” * If any one expresses different views on the subject they
will excuse vy silence,”
W—N.

Israel, which we hope to cross on the morrow. It is a rich and beautiful country,

ernments plunder the people
little or no return for all the

such

prayers will result in the salvation of souls.

A desire for the glory of God and his word

revenues they collect.
After a comfortable

and make
taxes and

Rev. James

A. McKenzie.

~~.

Se

This good man, after a lingering. illness

of nearly two years, peacefully closed his
eyes in death at the Free Baptist parsonage
in Tiverton, R. I., April 10, 1873, aged 60

night's rest and a

good breakfast, we started soon after sunrise and moved on as fast as possible while
By noon we lad crossed the
it was cool.
plain,and were at the commencement of the
highlands, or a series of hills which continue all the way to Jerusalem. We sat

miles. It is a hard day’s ride on horse
back, especially for ladies and others un-

years and 4 months,

;

For several weeks it was evident that he
could remain axnong the living here but a

short time.

A few days before his death,

it was more apparent that he was rapidly
nearing the end of his pilgrimage; yet even
on that day which proved to be his last, he
was able to shave himself, to walk about
his room and to complete his account with
the church and society. In the afternoon

accustomed

to such

exercise.

There

are

three routes.
One takes the traveler
through Ramleh, Lydda, &ec.
Another
through Kirjath-jearim and Latron. Or
striking across a little

further

north,

you

his, vainly striving to crack it,the man, with

rection in regard to his burial.

one-well aimed blow from a rock, broke
open the hone and reached the marrow.

The horses fed for a short time while we
rested, and then we mounted and began
the ascent of the hills, The road at first
followsa valley or ravine, then winds up

of falling

into

great

sins.

We

rely more implicitly

more consistent and devoted lives, °
The apostle Paul assumes that the spread

;
perfume at the same time.
and
separated
are
orchards
These

interest to Christians, hence he enforces his

pear or cactus.

fenced

and reception of the gospel is an object of in from the road

by hedges of prickly
The cactus exactly resem-

pathetic ap-

~

wished

placed in a plain pine coffin, his deacons
to act as bearers, and four ministers, Revs, A. R. Bradbury, B. Phelon, A. H. Heath" and the writer to officiate at his funeral.

This took place at the stone church in Tiverton, on Sabbath, April 13, at 11 o'clock,
A. M. Although the day was stormy, the

church was filled with those who had come
to pay their mournful tribute of respect to
one they honored, esteemed and loved.
At the parsonage, Rev. B. Phelon offered
prayer; at the church, Rev. A. R. Bradbury
read select portions of Seripture, Rev. A. H.
Heath offered the introductory prager, and
brief remarks were made, first b
y. A.
H. Heath, who gave his opinion of the deceased, as formed by hearing many favorable testimonies from citizens in Providence. Among the many things heard in
his praise, was, ‘* He wad a man free from

deceit.

In him was no guile.”

reviewed

He then

his seven years’ pastorate of the

Roger Williams church, describing it as
commencing under many unfavorable and
discouraging circumstances, but attended
with great and glorious results, closing
against the wishes of a united and prosperous people. In real ability, he considered
that the Roger Williams pulpit had never

had his superior, if his equal.
Rev. B. Phelon then

i

gave some interest:

ing reminiscences of the deceased as penned
in his sick room. These were full of touching and inspiring incidents, causing all to

feel that a ministry commencing so early in
youth, prosecuted so devotedly until laid
aside by sickness and death, was a treasure

to the church and the world. He closed
his remarks by sketching the intimate and
most friendly relation which for many years
had existed between the departed and himsell; offering words of befitting eulogy over
| the lifeless form of one he tenderly

loved.

The writer then addressed the church and
congregation, reviewing a pastorate of seventeen years, commending the fidelity of
the church to one who had been a faithful

shepberd so long, exhdifing them to heed
his counsel

in regard

and to show

to another

pastor,

their love for him by caring

well for the interest he labored te promote.
Rev. A, R. Bradbury, in a feeling and

That Scripture.
——

He

his remains to be robed in white, and to be

many sacred associations.

i

Under this caption,*‘ R. W.” criticizes my
bles that we see in flower pots, only of
mammoth size, The leaves are ten or fif- article on* Luke 16: 9, in Star of Feb. 26,
in which he makes several mistakes. He
be glorified. And is he not correct in ase teen feet long and four or five feet broad, represents me as quoting Barnes and Dr.
where
diameter
in
Christian
foot
every
and nearly
suming this? Does not
Clarke as authority for saying that the condesire that the word of the Lord may have the leaves are joined, or fear the ground.
secration of property to God is the truest
gorthe
among
Here and there scattered
free course ? Do they not desire the glory
test
of fitness for heaven. That sentiment
miseradwellings,
owners’
rethe
natural
the
chards‘are
desire
of God? Is not this
was
my own,~—and I do not recollectof
:
sult of love to Christ ? Anddo we not real- ble ant wretched enough,
reading
it in any comments of either Mr.
come
we
orchards
these
from
Merging
ize that Jesus Christ has strong and powerBarnes or Dr. Clarke, but I, however, bewmdulating.
slightly
country,
open
P
an
upon
affection
and
regard
upon our
ful claims
R.'W.”
of lieve that it is a correct idea. If
But how does prayer for ministers cause Here you see a man plowing,there a flock
reads
my
article
carefully,
he
will
see
that
travelers,
are
road
the
on
while
course?
sheep;
free
the word of the Lord to have
I quoted Mr. Barnes on 1the meaning of
That is a guestion we can nol answer. mounted upon fleet. Arab horses, donkeys
“ mammon of unrighteousness,” and Dr.
Neither can we explain the changes of the heavily laden and urgedon by the ‘merci.

request for their prayers by adding, that the
word of the Lord may have free course and

appropriate manner, addressed the mourning

relatives

present.

and

wife, an

aged

Among these were

the- widow of the deceased, an only son
mother,

two sisters, a

brother-in-law, a nephew and the relatives

of the wil of the deceased.

The two broth-

ers were

living in Cali-

not present,

one

fornia and one in South America.
After further exercises at the church, a

brief burial service was performed at.the

grave, and all that was morta} of Rev.

James A. McKenzie was gently laid beside
kindred

dust,

to await the

resurrection

morning.

His sun set cloudless,

of

and the light

his day lingered so sweetly that the night
of death had bat little gloom,

A sketch of his life will ere Jong be pen-

ned by another hand.

J. MARINER.

‘Wounds.
The severest wounds are not always those

inflicted with the sword or bayonet. These
bleed outwardly and often look hideous.
They are painful, and call forth our sympathies. But they can be endured, and we
Clarke as authority for co nsidering that the often see those under bodily afflictions reexpression, ‘‘ they may receive you into | joice.
everlasting habitations,” was a Hebraism
But the wounded soul bleeds mot out-

for * ye shall be received into everlasting
habitasions.” “R, W." says, * The pas-

wardly.

Man is’ so constituted, that aun

t on our reputation, or a
cen~
Sure "of Shatasier, Infiets fire Sener and
sage
says
that
they
(the
friends
of
the
mamevery
of
flowers
wild
with
Sharon, radiant
re
n,
than
sword.
Ogu
march with m
hue, though the purple tint seems to pre- mon of unrighteousness) may receive you,” Th
po
a.
Aron
h
unrighteous |:
“ih
&o. Were orthey.friends
vail. We reach the Latin convent in the mammon;
wha yy 10 the SaiisOns | Mouth
of ofthethe ir
friends

village
of Ramleh about sunset, and are
peal to whatever was noble and filial in the
‘Joseph as dead, slain by wild beasts. In breast of his children. His language
by the monks who assign
received
kindly
|
in- |
this we can see just how concealed crime is dicatés
us neatly furnished rooms and soon prepare
for old age in that land
respect
that
‘brought to the attention of the“eriminal and age was prevalent,—a fact that claims in whieh in answerto prayer t
a comfortable supper. We rambled round
again, making it utterly imposei- our admiration; for does not the voiceof tions which werein the way of the progress the place and visited an old tower on the
aodin
‘aga
for those whose of the truth have been removed. He has west of the village. The tower is 120ft,
nature commend rev
it nd
are the remains of a spaheads time has whitened and made vener- seen those who have ‘been stout hearted high. Arou
| able, and point her finger of reproach at ‘against the gospel of Jesus Christ; who in cious Khan, Some of the arches are still
him who vigiously wounds or needlessly answer to prayer have been brought under standing, and under the center of the area
have been led to yield to are extensive vaults, The tower is Sarand e,
burdens the heartof an aged sire? The its influenc
was that one of them should
re- wickedness of children sopnest of all things its power, And there is nothing uvuphilo- acenic, square and beautifully “built. The
3
brings down the gray hairs of parents with sophical in this, We take direct issue with angles are supported by slender buttresses,
those who say that there is. They say that and. the sides taper upwards in stories,
sorrow to the grave.
it is unreasonable to expect that God should A narrow winding stair case, lighted by
is
ss
Wickedne
Tae PracTioas Lesson.
father ; or, their father, suspicious
;
Of alter his plan because men pray unto him. pointed windows, leadsto the top, where it
«of a plot oainst
the life of Benjamin, would unrest of soul, sin, trouble and alarm.
his plan? God has opens on an extensive stone gallery, car
such Job speaks when he suys, ‘‘ n dread- But is not this a part of
Cs

uterly

on

while

north and south the eye wanders over a
vast, rich plain, well cultivated and covered
with’ green fields of wheat or variegated

of
wind, and many other natural phenomena. less lash of their drivers, or caravans
and
slow
their
with
along
nioving
camels
We
know
it.
be-know.
we
fact
the
But
they were not from some roving tribe or Jacob declares that he should renounce all cause the
declare it. And we measured tread.
When
not.”
is
“One
s.
marauder
of
band
hope of good in this life, go sorrowing to know it because it is a fact that comes withIt is the 8th of April, a beautiful, spring
they were compelled to account for his’ dis his grave, and hasten his steps to that nnlike day. ‘Our way lies across the plains of

they unlocked the voice of conappearance,
and received its righteous
again,
science

Lyddais seen

to the north-east,

1 see nothing there that in
degree conflicts with the sen-

timents of my article. A man may distribute of his substance to the poor, without
heart piety, but if he professes love to God

pass Gibeon and Mizpeh. Our plan was over the hill, with oliye groves ow each
to go as far as Ramleh the first day, and side, and now and again, at long intervals,
think that their great danger lies in temptaspend the night there. Then with onl Y | a house. From this point the road is very
tions to omissions of duty; and toy little
about two thirds of the distance before us, hilly, up one side and down the other, hill
deviations from
propriety. But
these
reach Jerusalem sometime the next after- after hill all the way, ~The valleys. are
things, small as they may seem, are often
noon. By this arrangement we would not small, parrow and cultivated; the hills
fraught with serious consequences.
need bedding, nor food for supper or rocky and barren. They are low and not
Ministers have a difficult work to per- breakfast, as that could be obtained at very steep. Hills like these in any. other
form. There are prejudices to overcome; the Latin convent, which is kept open for country would be covered with vegetaand these are
n strong, very strong. the entertainment of travelers, something tion.
The valley of Elah, where David
The preconceived
notions of men are often, like a hotel. The monks that receive and killed Goliath, is the largest and best culand usually, in direct opposition to the wait upon you have no fixed price for tivated that we passed. The hills slope
teaching of the Scriptures; and men hold their entertainment, yet most give them down on each side, with a narrow level
tenaciously to these preconceived opinions.
as much or more than they pay elsewhere; space at the bottom, where the champions
There are discordant elements and feelings all gained by the enterprise going for the stood in full sight of the two armies, ennot accept the support of the church.
to be harmonized. One will
camped on the hillsides over against each
gospel for himself because he thinks he
The dragoman was to provide a lunch other.
sees so much inconsistency in the conduct for the second day, a donkey or two for the
This valley is now planted with vines
of Christians ; and another will not do what baggage, & mule with pannier for the and frdit-trees. Some of the party gatherhe knows to be his duty, because he has three children, and a horse for each of the ed
stones from the brook where David
a pique. against somebody. Therefore, others.
After considerable
delay the took his, others plucked flowers from a
Christians should pray that ministers may horses, &c., arrived in front of the hotel; quince tree growing near by. Here we
be endued with wisdom from on high; that the donkey-boys shouting and screaming,
met a runner for one of the hotels in Jethey may know what to do, and what to the horses kicking and squealing, the donrusalem, who accompanied us the rest of
say, in the difficult positions in which they keys wandering among the other animals, the way. As we neared the Holy City we
are placed ; that they may be faithful in braying and throwing up their hind legs understood him to say it could be seen
dealing with all classes of persons; that as if trying to stand on their heads or {rom the next hill-top. The children, tired
| they may be plain in their instructions; aboutto throw a summer-set. TlLere were with the long and uncomfortable ride,
that men may not be able to misunderstand two or three other parties starting at the readily partook of the anxiety which we
the truth ; and that they may be persevering same time, each under the leadership of all manifested to get a glimpse of this inin their efforts, and not easily discourag- their own dragomans. After seeing the teresting spot. But there was a mistake,
ed.
rest all ready to start, we mounted the and we reached the top of one hill after
Ministers can not succeed without divine Arab left for us. Though badly broken another, and our eyes were not gratified
it with the sight. The little ones inquired
help. This statement is true of all men, and
at first rather unmanageable,
whatever their employment or their profes- proved the most spirited and one of the again and again, *“‘Can: we see Jerusalem,
papa? Is it in sight yet?” ‘Not yet, my
‘sion; but it is especially true of ministers, fleetest horses in the whole cavalcade,
who are engaged in proclaiming scriptural
The streets and lanes as you leave Jaffa child; perhaps from the next hill you will
some of the party see it,” was the oft repeated reply. But
and
truths, which the natural man does not unare narrow,
derstand, because they are spiritually dis- nearly ran over the little donkeys with at last from a hill-top we caught a glimpse
cerned, and in dealing with men who are in their heavy loads; then the dragomans beat of the Holy City. Bethlehem is in sight
error, and are unwilling to be convinced of the dduke¥ drivers, for not keeping out of among beautiful slopes to. the south. I
it; who love darkness rather than light, the way. One fierce Arab dragoman came looks a lovely spot, fic birth-place for the
Saviour,
because their deeds are evil, and who pre- down upon a donkey driver and cut him
Mizpeh is seen on a hill at the north, and
so severely with his lash that the blood
fer the death of sin, to the life of righteousbefore
us, not far away, is Jerusalem in
pray.
shoulshould
and
arms
Christians
his
from
ness. Therefore
flowed freely.
all its glory ! The setting sun is gilding its
ders.
wi
that ministers may be taught of God; may
have skill to divide aright the word of God,
On either side as you pass along are as doges and minarets, and shining pleasseadue
in
portion
his
one
every
orchards of oranges, lemons, antly upon the “side of Olivet, which forms
to
giving
beautifal
son; and they should also pray that the apricots and citrons as you will hardly find the back ground. ‘It seems smaller than
The we had anticipated. The wall around
Holy Spirit may. bless the word preached, in any other part of the world.
the city, and the city gates, are such as
There
fruit.
with
loaded
are
hearers,
trees
the
of
orange
hearts
and press it upon the
so that it may lead sinners to see their lost is an abudance fully ripe,—large dnd de- we have been long accustomed to in other
and ruined condition, and to trust in Jesus licious, and marvelously cheap. Then up- eastern cities, and we hasten on to enter
Christ for salvation, and that it may lead on the same branches are the little oranges, the gates and tread its streets, with hearts
believers to draw closer to Jesus Christ, to which will mature in another year, and fullof joy and gratitude for the privilege
upon him, and to live orange blossoms sending forth their sweet of standing on ground hallowed by so

danger

was suspicious of his sons’ connection with
the death of Joseph seems be be here disHis complaint is capable, howclosed.
ever, of another interpretation. He may
mean that they were the occasion, by their
imprudences, of the loss of both his sons.
Besides, during these thirty years of Joseph's absence was never anything hinted,
or

flour-

The houses are

18: 1, 2, 8.
the slightest

should lead Christians to pray for minisIf an opponent in warfare seeks to tamper’
ters, for his glory is increased by the re- down on a large rock, beneath shady trees;
he walked into an adjoining room, laid himwith members of the other side, officers
and ate the lunch or dinner provided by
sults of prayer.
Ww. H.
‘rather than privates are selected to be
self upon his bed, and in the presence of
It
consisted
of
cold
fowl,
the dragoman.
dealt with; and sharp-shooters are often
his.faithful
and sorrowing wife sweetly fell
mutton, hard-boiled eggs, bread and butstationed in certain places for the special
Homeward.
asleep in Jesus. Although he uttered but
t.
ter,&c. We were all hungry and enjoy
purpose of picking off the officers of an
The poor men living in the neighborhood A few words, he was evidently conscious to
BY REV. J. M. W, FARNHAM.
:
army. And so the Devil will seek to lead
——
came round,contending withthe dogs for the the last.
He had written his will, in which he disministers from duty, or to cause them to
GOING UP TO JERUSALEM.
bones; but I noticed that when they. secured
posed of his effects with great care and
fall, . Therefore, Christians should pray esThe distance from Jaffa to Jerusalem is one the men had the advantage over the
singular
minuteness. He also gave full dipecially for ministers, that they may under- variously stated to be from thirty to fort;
ogs. While the dog gnawed and chewed

droop disconsolate.
Reuben
87. Tue PLEDGE oF REUBEN.
two
own
his
of
life
the
surrender
offers to
sons, in case Benjamin should receive hurt
on accountof accompanying them to Egypt.
mildthe
was
he
that
him
Again, he declares that he will cheerfully
of
their account
mannered boy that he had lost. It was be held responsible to his father for his
now more than thirty years ago that Joseph safety, but on condition that he is entrusted to him alone. The sincerity of Reaben’s
was sold, in which time he had developed
His speech, intentions were expressed in words of
froma youth into manhood.
‘his Egyptian habits, his regal attire, style great force. He assumes before Jacob to
and position, as well as his altered coun- be a father; to have a love of a father for
tenance and his harsh bearing shut out all his own; to know, by his feelings, how
detection. The seventh verse of this chap- much Jacob loved Joseph and Benjamin;
- ter gives an account ot the severe style of yet he stands ready to pledge the life of his
address which Joseph assumed towards own two soms a3 a security for the life of
The reason was to complete his Benjamin.
them.
disguise, vet to draw out of them some
88. THE PLEDGE REJECTED.
At once
statement concerning home; to awaken Jacob refuses the proposition of Reuben.

their

exposed

nent marks for the devil and his emissaries.

but by the demand for Benjamin. Benjato him than
min and Joseph were dearer
all the rest of the household., That Jacob

cretly replaced their money in their sacks,
-and sent the nine home to return with Benjamin, —is there described.
29. The journey irom Hebron was more
than two hundred miles long. It would
require therefore an absence from home, in
going and coming, of twelve or fourteen
days. They were detained in Egypt th
or four days. Hence they had been ii
from two to three weeks, We may notice
the surprise of Jacob, ou their

are.

Their official position makes

tious dread. He saw only evil and woe in
the return of the money. “=
Jacob brings
36. Jacop’s COMPLAINT.
a complaint against his sens, wrung from
him not by sight of the money returned,
nor altogether by the absence of Simeon,

in prison

bound,

for three days, retained Simeon

Ministers

Jacob shares with his sons the supersti-

ognizing his brethren, treated them roughly, called them -spies, put

pray for us, that the word of the Lord may
have free course, and be glorified.” The
ministers of the gospel in the present day
feel the same need, have a similar desire,
and are warranted in using the same language to their brethren and sisters in
Christ.

ness, to kiss the very feet of Joseph. .

chapter to the twenty-ninth verse.—How
the pressure of the famine compelled the
sons of Jacob to go to Egypt for food ; how
they bowed down to Joseph accordingto
the dream of the sheaves; how Joseph, rec-

of stone, with flat roofs.

a rich and

‘word, His loving kindness and grace are thought we, as we wended our way back
The Apostles were men, and needed and
made knoww. He is proved to be the friend to the convent; and the people would be
desired the aid of their fellow Christians ;
of men, Able to save, willing to save, to prosperous and happy if under a good
hence we find Paul saying, *‘ Brethren,
government. But all these heathen govsave to the uitermost.

tremble

abject

in

like leaves, and are ready,

is glorified when

his word has free course. Its proclamation
is more efficient. Its results are more evident. It is seen to be the power of God
unto salvation in those who believe, and to
have a sanctifying influence upon men.
And God is glorified in the success of his

Prayer for Ministers.

his dream,—the men who said, ** shalt thou

indeed reign over us ” who

x

:

And the word of God

had shown them so much severity was ex- by which they are actuated ; that they may
treme; and they foresaw that it would be Wiscern the approach of evil, come in what
to their injury. These were the men whose form it may, and that they may be led to
sheaves bowed to the sheaf of Joseph, in resist temptation of every kind, steadily,

n—

the beginning

their

From

frightened.

heartily

would

bleness before him. An alarmed conscience
converts every thing into an omen of evil.
At sight-of the money they were thorThe mystery of the
oughly frightened.
affair lent wings to their fears. The uecessity of going back to Egypt and reporting

rd say of the state of the wickWhat does th
p
ed? Is. HT:
find rest? What invita‘Where alone ma
nrest of sin? Matthew
oy to Yhose tired of
11: 28,29.

the

it to them;

gift of

sins, with deep regrets on one hand, on the
other, more fear of Joseph, and more hum-

How should we treat the
by this last remark?
aged?
Does God
uire it? Lev, 19: 32.

succeeded

It is sup-

another was that they, finding the money,
might see something supernatural about it,

What is meant

evil to Benjamin “affect Jacob?

change of plan in the one case than

+ Wommunications..

not thou into

49: 5—7.

first night at the inn, and

the

on

first of all,

How did Reubed act toward Jo-

essary to read from

ishing aspect to the town.

the sight greatly alarmed them all. Now,as
the rest open their sacks before their father,
they find every man his money restored.
Joseph had commanded his servant secretly
to return the money. His reasons were,

:
seph when the rest sought to kill him?
. Did Jacob consent? What is meant by ** if
of
fear
a
his
Is
mischief befall him by the way”?
Does he think
Joseph, or of his other children?
How would
get ¥id of Benjamin?
it a plot to

which

by hedges of cactus, give

sure to be disagreeable and painful.
85. Tue FEARruL DiscovERrY. The contents of one sack had previously been dis-

Why does he say that Simeon

The famine

in the

other? Is not thegene just as reasonable as
the other? And are not both eminently fit-

in one way or another, the fruits of sin are

Benjamin went with them what did
is not? If
Jacob fear? Why so much suspicion of evil?
Was this
9M. What proposition from Reuben?
language justifiable? On what condition would
Why, ask exclusive
he be surety for Benjamin?

charge of him?

not seem to have sought it, in humility and
prayer before God. There we may find it,

of Joseph. If so, we have the reason that
Joseph selected Simeon. Sooner or later,

there?

Job. 15 : 21, 24.

Gen.

Yet 'to the

posed the passage refers to their treatment

Where

them

put

O my soul, come

*‘There is no peace,

God, to the wicked.”

with. palms and sycamores rising here and
there. ‘Gardens and fields of grain, fenced

He may have been prom-

secret.”

my

und the tower,
From the| in verse 11.”
his plan about the giving to men the fruits xied quite
I think they are called unof the earth, but in general this gift is de- top there is a most interesting view of the righteoudnot so much because of the manpendent on, and follows, the labors of the ‘plain, Ramleh is immediately below you, nerin which they were obtained as their
husbandman, and why may not the bestow- embowered in olive groves and orchards, deceitful motive. He refers to 1. Cor, .

wicked, peace is offered.
The brethren of al of spiritual blessings be dependent on,
Joseph could have found it, where they do | and a result of, prayer? Is there any more

For of Simeon and Levi we read,

tations.

“85. On emptying their sacks what did they
find? Show how thé money came there? For
what reason was itreturned? How did the sight
affect them? Why were they afraid? How does,
36, What did

Jo-

their

How did his brethren
jamin’s coming to Egypt?
feel? 21,922. What object had Joseph in troubling
them?
2

trouble affect the wicked?

inent in the former conspiracy against

saith

« instruments of cruelty are in their habi-

?

test

not

seph.

did the famine prevail? What
How ‘widely
do?
family was aflbcted by it? ‘What did they
Did they recognize
29 Yhom did they come?

83, 34. What

seph selected Simeon to remain we can

certainly affirm,

EGYPT.

QUESTIONS.

his first plan of proving

of all,

to make n demand for Benjamin to accompany them on their next visit, Why Jo-

'
GENESIS 42: 20-38,

«disprove
that they
of their
speak of

another of their number gone,—with

Simeon bound in Egypt, and, worst

HOWE.

of Joseph's brethren!

They had to return to Jacob

over them.
with

ful sound is in his eaws.,” How * like a
troubled sea that ean not rest” are the minds

had used

He
his riches for their benefit?

rank and importance.

by

says again, ** According to W., a person |
may

continue to get riches, andif he will

by the assistthrough and
| only be endured
them to God,it is the truest
‘only
of God. U
test ofconsecrate
fitness for heaven.”
k © | ing grace
All will agree that the
:
the heart to God is that act which
‘heaven ; and is not the devoting |

ertyto the service of God, one
of the

uives the
hg gas
sus, as much as under
nfhiotions,

Noris

the more

g love of
able

there any means of ris-

thatw'

of heart consecration;
and is there any

judgment of man
appeal from the
test. of true piety, or fitness for heaven ? cessfullysupportin
, Which enthe
to
question,
“ R. W.” says in- answer to the
with Plato, when inables him to ex
“ Because it
Why called ] unrighteous?
was gained by deceitful, false means, as
well as standing opposed to the true riches

go.
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Peter, afar off.

scarce above

it mot become us to go weeping

Men are traveling together on missions
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night
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great
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quick,

to the very
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‘He that
a great deal more of my father | ing
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alive, Yo

now than I ever had when
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is slum-

Pal what the promise is:
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come
seed, shall doubtles

icing, bringing his sheaves
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part that I have of him is the nobler part. If
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it werea
not as

competentte meet their own eme
and you leave them to go on as you yourself

that was breaking your heart, and

department ; | You willnot move him, except to anger
and
You can say anything to
: man
Sila . Forge you say

are going on, each in his own

rough

moaning

and

after EE

them to us.
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{orethinking

learns to

relates to

that

stir penitential

sorrow,

. | love's warm solicitude, and the

death ey

gloomy ; and it is, if yon take
ignoble views
of it. il death is dark to wb in less you
think of it the - better it will be for you. . If
you think about being sicka
t while,
and then dying; if you think about coughing, and moping about your room, and

fullness of

"©

for uur the boars of Cuclt,
when

tender joy,

don

8,

emotion

wet face,
ashamedof it, don’t hide i
don't suppress tke s
emotion, lest

‘you stifle the feeling itself; give its ¢
iree expression,
and the
fountain will

deepen, and the issue be even more
ant.—Rev. 4, L. Stone,

ing confined to your bed, and folks sowing

abund-

:

The Heavenly

.

i

be wise.

thereis a lawof

ve; and selfishness reigns

onl

because we are ignorant of the love of God,
—** He who loveth not, knoweth not God.”
—You will love as
have been loved ;
oved you ; you will love your neighbor be-

God ‘has loved both ng

you.

Have you a glimpse of the new life that
this change purposes for you? I see you a
follower of God, a dear child, henceforth
living only to diffuse around you the love
wherewith God has filled your heart. I

see you, according to the example of Christ,

leasures

and

of the world

be loved is the life of the soul, 10 love,is

it.not its enjoyment?
If to be loved con:
stitutes all the doctrine of the gospel, to
love is all its moral. To love as we have
been loved is heaven upon earth, Happy
are you if the love of God so penetrate you
that no description of your character, viewed on whatever side it may be, can be more
correct than that definition with which this
love has inspired St. John for a description

Happy

the
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of life, as to make the remark of me true,
“He must also be a soldier by the way he
behaves towards all—taking affront at nothing, but supposing
the best of our actions? ”
—
Magazine.
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Certainly, it fits our return to Christ as
those who have wandered away from him
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paths of worldliness and forgetfulness.
Think of coming back to him to hear
him say, ‘I have somewhat against thee;
carrying in our consciousness the self-re: I have vot lived so near to Jesus
as I ought.
1 have followed him like

of Death.
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Work ' is

wholesome ; indoleneeis 'misehievons.

An

01d writer put it sfrongly but. justly when
he said,—* An idler’s brain “is'the devil's

workshop.”

Boys ‘and girls without regu-

lar and proper occupation are almost sure
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i Oh, yes{ ma'am, and 1 went to Sunday
school at nine o'clock.”

The

Teacher's

Dream.

——

Pou would be tired

ing confined so long.

‘Why not run

While twilight gathered on,
gone.

bid you to?”

Kind little fellow ! 1 said to myself;

after-

In hope, or love, or gain?

Thus speaking, on his oaken desk
The tired teacher bowed;
All discontent and spirit-spent,
He fain would weep aloud.
But raising soon his saddened face,
He started back aghast!
The room, by strange and sudden change,

x

It seemed a senate hall, and one
Addressed a listening throng; -.
Each burning word all bosoms stirred,—

Applause rose loud and long.
The ’wildered teacher thought he knew

Departed then the senate hatl,—
A church rose in its place;
A preacher there outpoured a prayer

Invoking Heaven’s grace.
And though he spoke in solemn tone,

And though his hair was gray,
The teacher’s thought was strangely wrought : |
“1 whipped that boy to-day.”
~
(

The church was gone,—~a chamber dim

|

‘Was next obscurely shown;
,
There mong his books, with earnest looks,
An autho¥ sat alone.
“ My idlest lad,” the teacher said,
Filled with a new surprise;
¢ Shall time behold his name enrolled
Among the great and wise?

Next, in a sun-lit studio,
In rapt, creative mood,
His canvas near, an artist seer
"Mong glowing pictures stood.

—

the

orchard,

—that to break my promise, even in a small
thing, is a sin, and every sin leaves a scar
upen the soul.”
I now commended the little fe]low warmly, and told him that my questions were
merely to enable me to become better acJquainted with him.
** Oh, I am so glad!” said the child, with
a breath of relief; ** because I was begin-

ning to like, you.”
«¢ Ang
wise P”

could you not have liked me other:
”

“ No, ma'am;

not

to do wrong,”

if

replied

you

the

wished

me

child, candid-

ly.

Noble boy! his nicé sense of right and
honor increased with his years. He lived
to become a fine and high prineiplad young
man,

possessing

a remarkable

influence

over others for good; his quiet example,
and firm but unostentatious adherence to
what was good and right giving weight to

*¢ Is this, indeed, a genius born?
In spite of all I say,
His slate he will with pictures fill,

his words.

Now, rising humbly to the view,
A cottage
was descried ;
A mother’s face illumed the place
Her spirit sanctified.

his instrumentality.
How true the words about the *‘ scar on
the soul I” * Yes; every sin, even though
subsequently repented of, leaves a disfig-

¢ A miracle”
the teacher cried;

uring mark, as unsightly to the eye of

well I know,

God

as a scar upon the face would appear
us.—8. 8. Times.
ja
§

‘Was but a wild and careless child
half an hour ago;

when she to her children speaks

Of duty’s golden rule,
Her lips repeat, in accents sweet,

~My wordsto her at schdbl”

to

The Story of a Beauty.
—R—

I dare say you

Another scene, a battle-field,—
Angelic women move

Mong wounds, and groans, and dying moans,
. With wine, and balm, and love.
6 Oh, little girls,~oh, children ming,
How well the lesson sped,
}
That, from the Word of Christ the Lord,
This morn with me you read.”
The scene was changed again, and lo!

The school-house, rude and old ;
Upon the wall did darkness fall,
The evening air was cold.
¢ A dream!” the sleeper, wak’ning, said,
' Then paced along the floor;

And whistling slow and soft and low,
He locked the school-house door.
walking home, his heart was full

Of peace and trust and love and praise,
And, singing slow and soft and low,
He murmured, “ after many days.”

Liberal Christian.

The Family @ircle.

have

mever

noticed me

just becanse I'm a wee bit of a fly, and
don’t often come out in the glare of day.
Bat if you little people don’t see me, wise,
gray-headed men, whom you call Naturalists—whatever that long name means—admire me very much, and have written a

good deal about me, bésides naming me

Golden Eye.
:
That's a fine name for one so small, but

One of my most pleasant memories of
early Sabbath-school days is ofa lad who
for a
short time was my pupil. My ac-

so

for was to eat,

Eat, eat,

all

day.

It

So hungry and fierce I was,

that when

of white gum, which she has

little white stem halfan inch long.

first Sunday of my stay I went to a different church from that attended by the family with whom I sojourned.
We came from

you know. Well, in this greedy way, doing nothing but eat and grow, I lived a long

a distance,

and

in

the same

earriage.

Knowing it was communionat the church
- which my friends attended, to save them

troubleof calling for me after the morning

service I walked to the place where the

time, what to you is about two weeks. * All
of a sudden my hunger left me, and

I

be-

gan to feel very odd. I felt that something
strange was goingto happen to me, though
I knew no more than Fou what a wonderful
change was coming: But I felt that T must

horse anc. wagon were fastened under an
elm-tree behind the church, intending to have a home at once, so I went to work to
sit there till they should join me. Only make one. Now I can’t build, you know,
two other vehicles were there, in one of I can ouly spin, so I made a house of silk,
which sat a boy whom I observed to be as- as big as a small pin, and packed myself all
siduously driving off flies from the horse, snug and tight into it.
saying as he did so, * Poor Ned! poor
Then I went to sleep, at least I don’t reNed
! next Sanday we’ll have a new net. member anything till I found myself very
Pa won't forget to buy one this week, uneasy and wild bo get out. I burst open
‘cause I'll help him to remember.” His my snug house and came out. And behold,

top of

this she lays a snow white egg, sticks

it with another dab of the gum, and there
it is, safe and sound, till the baby breaks
out.
dainty

cradles

near

together,

and

that men

call

microgeopes,

vou

can

see

them very well, though to your eye alone
they look like specks of gold, as 1 said

pe

PER

be.

the wind blew.
just now.”

who are made to sit for their ‘portraits,

Guthrie, D. D. New
B Thomas
with much additional matter. New

It is en.

tertaining, through and through, snd that we
suppose is just what the author

meant to make

The pamphlet, dealing in a chatty, pleasant,
genial and

sion, his thoroughly

his pages luminous, and every paragraph comes

Thackeray, Douglass Jerrold, &c.,~each volume
containing a memoir of the subject, his portrait,
specimens. of his haudwriting, and choice extracts from his most celebrated works, The

living speaker.

pily inaugurated.

whe think they're so very wise, have

often

—the seed cups of mosses! I must admit
they do look something like mosses, and
nobody would suspect a live worm baby
was curled up in the tiny white egg.
I bave little to complaiu of in the treat-

What

prying naturalists do so delight in putting
us into a microscope and turning
a
a‘strong light on us. But there's oue thing
I do feel hurt about, and that is the name
these musty bookmen have given us. 1

in the morning.
* Don't throw

Chrysopa Vulgaris!

Brave
There

was

in

the

much

pleased

house,

by +1To wen
on po
it,” said Oliver.

so

at this, becanse it was

time.”

into this

volume,

information reas

It gives us

es

of

eles of

the substance of

the school laws in the various states, a pretty
full list of the educational institutions of higher

grade and professional character,

setting forth their condition and
facts

operations
of practical
terestedin
tain, forms
operations

respecting

statistics

prospects, clas-

educational

systems and

in foreign countries, s large amount
information such as most persons inpublic education will be glad
to obfor conducting more
or less of the
pertaining

Care seemsto haje
racy, and

with

to

put

to

been

‘school-life,

&e.,

&c.

taken to insure accu-

the mass

of information here

at me!” cried

There stood

on the floor, in his little white night-

shirt, all of a tremor.

“Oh, KateI” he cried, as soon as he saw
her, “there is something alive in that bed.

oor Oliver

A FAIR SAXON. A Novel. By Justin McCarthy,

author of * Lady Judith,” ** Modern Leaders,”
ete.

paper.

New York:

Sheldon

pp. 468.

& Co. 1873. 12mo.

Mr. McCarthy’s best qualities do not eome out
in his novels, Not that they are feeble,~they
are far from that,~but that in other departments
of literature be is both strong and udmirable.
His Lady Judith was a very creditable performance, and in some respects was equally artistic
and attractive. This work fs better for more
reasons
than one, and in its studiesof character
and expositions of life will richly repay a thoughtful reading. Mr McCarthy can never be dull. or
commonplace; and

even

when

he is

&o,

THE NEw ENGLANDER has always
be{n oN
live Quarterly. [It does not lack seholarshiplan
it maintains an attitude of becoming
reve
toward the past; but it “especiglly deals with
nineteenth

century

topics, and

in

a style that

makes
its treatment effective,
papers
in the
| number for April are, as a Ww
y Unusually
able and timely. Drs. Patten, Peabedy, Woolsey and Fisher
are men who always write to
some purpose,
and they all do themselves jus-

forgot all about

"RE SE

FOR SABBATH-SCHOOL

tice in the papers here furnished, while their colaborers also speak worthily, as if remembering

Try
:

both their company
and their responsibility. It
is a number of unusual excellence that is now on
our

Day & Co. 1878. 16mo. pp.

table,

might

as the

following

suggest: The

table

Religious

of

contents

Element

of

Education and the Public
School System;
Moral Intuition versus Utilitarianism: The
Gospel in Bible Lands; The Treaty of Washington in 1871; On the Law of Mortality that has
prevailed among the former members of the Divinity School at Yale College; The Religious
+ | Character of Faraday ; Auguste Comte and Posi-

has Slack’s disease.
. Put his break-

tivigm ; Notices of New
W. L. Kingsley.

Books.—New Haven:
.

could not sleep, however.
dren playing out of doors;
barking, and Tommy, the eanary-bird,
sing a sweet song.
en Oliver called his sister, and said,

* Charlotte, what is Slacks disease! Is it
ry dangerous?”
“3
r think

“You

&.
pot,”

dear little

:
Charlotte.

said

sorts of occasions. The work of selection and
arrangement bas been done with care and appreciation, and the results of it can hardly fail to
be prized.
The

|

Story

of Gutenberg

and his early efforts

at printing Is told in a peculiarly pleasant way,
80 that the reade
is kept
r full of animation
and
sympathy, while gathering the knowledge that
has been carefully brought together for his en-

in the house. He is no longer troubled
Slack’s disease.— Nursery.

lightenment.,

The Book-stall Boy and the Child’s Compan.
* | ion are reprintsof two very pleasant, entertain-

ing and wholesome books, especially meant for
young readers, and possessing qualities that will

Begging fir Work.

forbid them to nod or yawn over these pages.

“Can you give me any work, sir?” said
OLAF. A Novel. By Elizabeth De
a travel-worn lad one day to a Cincinnati JOHANNES
Wille. Translated from the German by F. E.
merchant.
Bunnett.
n: Roberts Brothers. 1878.
“Got all the help T want,” was the short
16mo. pp. 561. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
but kindly spoken reply of the busy mer‘We
do not rememberto have seen any preyichant,
ous volume by this writer. Butif this is a fair
“It's bard,” re
the lad, ‘‘that a sample of her literary work, she is not likely to

fellow who
is willingto work can’t

a

remain

unknown

to

American

readers.

The.)

critical, scholarly, earnest, appreciative, and ever aiming straight at higher and better things.
There
is an unusually large varietyas well as

special excellencein the last issue,us the sub-

Jects of the articles would suggest. Contents:
The Three Ideas: Crimes of Passion and Crimes
of Reflection; The Immediate Cuuse of the

Death of Christ; Dr. Dorner’s System of Theol-

ogy , The Persian Cuneiform Inscriptions ; Obitu-

ary of Dr. Liebner ; Remnants
of the Ten Tribes ;
Tulloch’s Rational Theology; Hamilton’s Autology; Notice of Dr. Burns; Notes on Current
Topics; Contemporary Literature; Theological
and Literary Iuteihgence.—~New York: J. M.
Sherwood.
THE ALDINE is always rich and admirable,
and so we are sure to find the taste gratified and

the admiration kindled whenever a new number comes to our table.

not disappoint us in its

The issue for Muy does
pictures, and its literary

contents seem a little richer than usual. The
new bulldings in Chicago come in for special at-

tention,
and it may be said that they are not un-

job. I've been all over this city
into characteristics of the German mind are here,— worthy of the distinction that is thus accorded
all the stores, and nobody wants
help.”
sell-poise, subtilty, artistic appreciation, careful to-them. Just as emphatically as ever we pronounce the Aldine incomparable on its artistic
“Why
did you come to Cincinnati ? analysis of character, the employmen
t of the mi- side;
erie the merchant, looking askance at muterdetals of
the literary level maintained by the peulearning,
and
a
tendency
to use
desponding lad.
to that heid by the pen
philosophie generalization. But there are not that serve it corresponds
‘Because I want to earn enough to help wanting
cils it controls,~New York: James Sutton & Co.
the
more
popular
elements.
There
is
my widowed mother and sister, who live

They depend on me mainly for

This reply, with the peculiar’ manner

see,” said his sic-

above the feather
bed had beén freshly fill-

asylum for the sake of
kgping him from rhapsodizing himself into consumption by moonlight.
It is the oddest medley of sense and nonsense, of
ideas and sentimentalisms, of facts and fancies,
Its real valthat has turned up for many a day.
ue would be represented by zero.

Pamphlets, Magazines,

THE STORY OF A CHILD'S COMPANION.
E. Sargent. Same Publishers.

in Ulinois.

"The mattress

cis #Irain in the days of his later boyhood, or
from a (renzied college sophomore whose friends
‘| bad been obliged to put him into the lunatic

neither original nor psofoand, he yields a good
degree of satisfaction,

his pulse, said: ** Yes, itis as I

tho

>

burried up stairs with her lamp,

and

protestations, its

nonsense, und its occasional preach-

ments aftgr the extremist Hard Shell Baptist
pattern. It might have come from George Fran-

feeble, or

Oliver gave his hand to his father, who,

*¢ Afraid! No, indeed!” replied Jack, in«
dignantly.
“ Very well; if you are sick in the night,

sheets.

matters

:

after feeling

after I go down stairs,

le of peppermiut.

educational

persons desire and need a

*‘ Come here, my boy, and let me feel
of your pulse,’ said his father. ** I should
not wonder if Oiiver were
ag from
a disease which is very common at this

will you, Jack P”

and the

specting

left the room, though he promised
to be up

“ Perhaps she will,if you like it, after
you have tried it,” said his sister. ** You

won’t be afraid

Co. 1873.
A large amount of just such

You are lying in
soon will be ready.
taken his bath, and
song. Ge up, get
pillow at you I”

pillow

interesting

colleges,

but he went off to sleep again
the minute 1

something new.
His sistef went up first with the lamp to
see that everything
was in order, aud the
bed comfortably made. Jack followed her
with a hop and jump, one boot on, and one
in his band.
;
* Ain't it jolly up here, though?” he exclaimed, looking at the low ceiling with
delight. * 1 wishit would rain so thatI
could hear
the drops patteron the roof. 1
say, Kate, I wish mother would let me

sleep up here every night I”

the

public school laws, systems of in-

and

rhetoric, its serio-comic

sentimental

Charlotte.
When Oliver came down to the breakfast table, his father said, ‘How is this,
Oliver ? “You are late again.”
Oliver bung his head; and Charlotte
said, ‘I woke him in good season, sir;

Jack bad to give up his room, and go up
into the garret bedroom to sleep. He was
very

of American

;

COGITATIONES VESPERTIN.E. Evening Thoughts,
Book 1, Couthining Dramas, Pen Bligion
ems, By Unicus. 1872. 12mo. pp. 450.
It is mot easy
fo tell what
is the real intentof

eagle

THE EDUCATIONAL
YEAR-BOOK.
1873.
A
Hand-Book of reference, comprising a digest
struction,

undertakingis here hap-

the author of this book: There is a eort of in-

“If you would be * healthy, wealthy and
wise,’ you must rise early, little boy,” said

Little Jack.

company

saw them

unique and acceptable

sane genius in its extravagant dramas, its spavined rhymes, its chopped blank verse, its spread-

Oliver; * T'll promise to get up in five min-

Now do you think such a delicate, beautiful creature8s I am ought to be loaded
down with an ugly nawe, five times as long
as I am myself?
It don't help matters that these words
mean something, for if the first one means
Golden Eye, I almost know the last one
:
means vulgar;
‘What would you do about it?P—Christian
Union.

no devout and sympathetie reader, whatever be
his grade of wind or degree of culture, can fail
of finding in thiem both Instruction and stimulus.
~Again, we most emphatically commend these
volumes to the attention of our readers.

He was a good little fellow; but he had
one fault,—he was too foud of lying in bed

it is.”
it in the dry books, and Here

as the great mass of the people would

4s having an excess of illustration and verbiage,

That is what sister, Charlotte said to Oli-

seen

The subjects of these discours-

find interesting and practical ; and though a
calm and severe critic might complainof them

ver Reed, one frosty morning in November,

can’t pronounce it—though for that matter
I've

©3 are such

Ailed Oliver?

* Get up, little boy!
bed too long; breakfast
The canarys bird has
is now singing a sweet
up, or I shall throw this

ment I have received from men, though the

I can’t pronounce anything—but

home like the tender and intense persuasion of a

‘‘ Would you like to take that room for

taken home the whole family, examined
them, and called them—what do you think ?

teaching and

t, exposition, ex-

hortation
and appeal,~all this serves to render

it, and felt quite
J
made -the noise,
came in from an
** The boughsot
house, and you

I looked up and

evangelical

8pirit, his mingling of

your own, Jack?” asked his mother, smiling. * You may change if you want to.”
*‘ No, no!” said Jack, shaking his head.
“When 1 goto bed I want to sleep; and
there is nothing like my own little room
down stairs, for that!"—Schoolboy Magazine.

men,

lad, somewhat

moved

0

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY can not fail to rep| resent cuiture ard eminent taste, for in so doing
from the page as in- it would cease to be itself. And so one slways
and women. The vol- turns ils leaves without any fear of
being

ness, and a vividaess of portraiture that makes

of | the personages stan

the merchant's

the
feelings, and he asked :

dramatic passion, fire audacity even,plcturesque-

tensely real, living men

ome ranks far above the average of those which

are heralded with even larger promise.

are you willing to do

brought face to face with

literary Bohemianism.

In addition to this,
or if one pleases to put
it so,
ed with oat straw, and the oats had heen
“Anything, sir. Anythingin the world KrNELM CHILLINGLY: His Adventures
in spite of this, it is not wanting in the qualities
and
|
; Opinions. BY
threshed - out. She listened. Yes, there that I can do.”
L. Bulwer (Lord Lytton), that make a magazine genuinely and wholesomeauthor of **
“Well, go and take hold with the men,”
Pelbum,” * The Caxtu.s,” &e. ly popular, and the No. for May is a very tine
certainly was a noise. She followed up the
Now
orks Harper & Brothers. 13/2. 12mo.
replied
the
merchant,
pointing
to
the
hoist
example of what may be done in combining the
sound with her hand, and it moved along way, up which bags of coffee, barrels of
One need not stop,at this late day, to define two things that ure sometimes regarded as mu10 the farthest cornerof the bed. Thereit | rice , and other heavy packages were asly hostile. We bave no space for particularthe qualities of Bulwer’s novels. There are too
stopped, and in a minute more sprang out cending.
many of them, and they have too wide a circula~ 1zing, but enly for saying that this is a number
Without
hesitation,
the
lad
pulled
off
his
a Jitule gray mouse ‘with bright, frightened
to be read through.,—Boston : Jamep R. Osgood
tion to make formal characterization Decassury.
eyes, and ran as hard as he could go jacket and began palling lustily at the That be has large
powerin the creation and anals & Co.
rope.
Clearly, he meant to do the best he
through the door into the garret. Kate could. Towards night the merchant said ysis of characters,'that he mingles strong judgHAKPER'S MAGAZINE for May really outdoes
laughed, and so did Jack.
to the forcman:
ment with active and daring imagination, that
itself in the way of splendidly illustrated papers,
‘How is that strange lad working ?”
be is no mere copyist or echo,
* There, you won't hear it again,so go
but a fresh, bold,
*‘Like a beaver, sir. He is killing him- independent literary artist. few would venture to and in every other respect itis up to flood-tide
to bed,” she said; and Jack obeyed,
back
responded the man.
deny,however they may be dissatisfied with more mark. In quantity and quality it is evidently
sure that now he should fall ‘asléep in five self,”
When work was over the merchant of- or less.of bis literary work,or quarrel with the | bent on leading all ite rivals.~New York: Harminutes. Kate went down to her room fefod the vor
bam
orn lad a dollar. He eulogies of his profound admirers. This volume per & Brothers,
it
, saying:
again, and took a book to read, but she had pushed
exinbits
him in the full maturityof his powers,
SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY goes on and up, and,
“No, sir. I've 3 earned a dollar, and, taken all in ull, is perbaps the strongest and
not turned over many leaves, before she
ng its already attained attitude and levheard the pounding repeated again over- Give me a half a dollar, sir, t's all I've finestof all his productions of this class. No one el, a statement like that is full of meaning. A
earned, and will buy me a supper and a can deny its merits or fail to perceive the elehead, not quite so loud as before. Up she lodging.”
ments of real power and excellence which entér list of the specific excellences marking the ast
went and found Jack tossing restlessly
issue would be too longto find rovm. We prehis was uncommen honesty. It pleas- into it, whether cons

10 Ont nin6 ah son

when I am put ino one of those droll things

very high aim, it takes no care to point a mora) ;

The Messrs, Carter are pressing their new edition of Dr, Guthrie’s works to completion, with
most enterprising rapidity. This third volume is
made up of twenty-five of his thoroughly charac

heard the little twigs brushing the wall as

of these

We always put a good many

back was toward me, so that he was una- I bad changed into a beautiful fly! I stood
ware of my presence;
but his kind words on a leaf and looked around me, unfolding
and acts co attracted me that I resolved my wings, gradually
and
getting used to
upon further acquaintance. I walked back: being4 fly, for you know it was a great about,
.
and forth a few times
before taking my change from being a worm.
r
“1 keep hearing the queerest noises,
1 found that my new body was a delicate Kate,
ho said;
” *‘ rot id ‘the bed this time,
green, just the color
of leaves in June, 1've but in the wal), and on the window. What
tlemanl
panly bearing of the fittle fellow. Pres- heardmy admirers say. Then I had four ex- do you suppose it can be P"
¢
quisite wings, much longer than my body,
“I don’t hear anything,” said Kate.
changeable green and pink, and so gaunzy * The wind is rising; it must be the wind
and thin that I am sometimes called Lacewing Fly.
A
But my eyes are my greatest beauty, and

had managed to endure
heroic.
“I've found out what
Jack,” said Kate, as she
errand, some time later,
the larch tree touch the

On the

sects—and
when 1 had eaten their juices I
was entirely hidden by them. This droll
covering protected me from my enemies,

Crusoe, and

ness that Kate was in the room below, he

peed away'$

‘used to cover myself with their skins till I}
Being in the country for the summer, the

Robinson

efférvescing soul, it professés no

At seems bénton painting
certain phases of life,
without any great anxiety as to the persomages

York: Robert Carter & Brothers. 1878, 12mo.
PD. 492.

ed sleepy. He had lain awake till long past
midnight, he said, but what with the light
and
inson Crusoe, and the gonscious-

in her body, and at once draws it dat into a

1 Jack

could not find any smaller insect, I would
fight with my own family and eat them.
But my favorite food was aphides—I suppose you know they are tiny atoms of in-

brought

comes from an

SPEAKING T0 THE HEART; or, Sermons for the

People.
edition,

won't read, not one word,” promised
‘“‘Ionly want the book to be by me

So Kate

eggs will not be likely to be disturbed.
Then the mother drops a tiny bit of ja sort

And she

did

me my Robinson Crusoe.”
can’t have you reading in bed,” said
decisively; *‘ you'll set the house on

here, where I can touch it for company.”

This is how we fix them. First we hunt
up a quiet place for our nursery, where the

I have a right to it, for my eye looks like or want anything, my room is just under
bright gold, and in fact I'm very beautiful this, you know, and you can rap om
altogether. 1 don’t say this to boast, of the floor. 1shall hear it, if you do, and
course, for I can’t help it. I didn’t make come right up.”
myself, I was made by the same Creator
I sha’n’t rap,” said Jack.
who made you, and the beauty he gives us
So his sister went "down stairs, and took
is not for as to feel proud of, you know.
her sewing. All was still up in Jack's
And in fact—as to boasting—when I room, and she had almost forgotten about
come to tell you my story, you'll find that him, when suddenly just as she was putting
I haven’t much to brag of, in my own con- ber work away, there was a tremendous
duct.
8
pounding overhead.
.
I came to life—not a beautiful Golden
‘“ There! Jack is sick,” she said to herEye—but an ugly looking worm, I was self; ‘1 thought at supper time he was
fully as ugly as Ilooked, and all I cared eating too much eake [”
:
seem to me that I never could get enough.

A Sear on the Soul.

own

——

© Fiterary Review,

Af you would leave my light burning, and

appreciative way with Dickens, as a
babies. In fact, we generally die before.) left the light burning, Then she bade
man and an author, is very welcome. The
ork
they live. But we are as fond of them as Jack good-night once more, and was not
is done con amore, possibly with a little over
teristic sermons, appealing to the average mental partiality and excess
other mothers of theirs, and we are careful
of panegyric, but this'is a
disturbed again, though. she woke and lis- level of the
ng public, and urging home the fault that is easily forgiv
to arrange nice, comfortable cradles for the tenet] several times in the night.
en, and indeed, consid.
great vital
of the gospel is bis peculiarly erithe
end in view, almost a merit. It is the
ng
little ones. Noms take more pains than
But the next morning Jack slept very fervid, earnest, stimulating and suggestive way. firstof a series of publications, entitled, * The
we Golden Eyes. We never stick our eggs late, and when he came down stairs, an His directness,his heart-warmth, his
best of all good company ;”—it will include simi.
pietu
into some crack, or leave them on the
hour after breakfast was over, he still look- ness, his fund of incident, illustration and allu. lar publications devoted respectively.to Scott,

He died early, but lived long

enough to make his mark on many seals,
some of whom became converted through

But not with Algebra.”

small mothers

is lifled above any dusty leaf or stem.

‘ Well, ma'am, as you ask me, I will
tell you what father and mother taught me,

The speaker’s voice and look;

¢ And for his name,” mused he,~* the same
Is on my record-book.”

know we

its own white column to stand on, and

too,” he replied.
+
‘* Suppose you let me go in your place P”
*“ Oh, but I promised,” said the boy
quickly, and looking up earnestly.
I could excuse you in some way.”
¢“ Please, ma'am, I don’t see how, because I'm not gick.”
oo
‘‘ But why be so. particular, as long as
Samuel is not neglected P”
:
“I can’t explain it very well, ma'am,”
replied the hoy, looking a little troubled,—
perhaps feeling disappointed in his new
friend, who seemed apparently desirous to
lead him astray,—** I can’t explain it; but
it wouldn't be me reading to him. Besides,
he would be disappointed not to see me;
but that wouldn't be the worst of it,”
“ What would be the worstof it ?”

Of no avail is patient toil ;
Love’s strength is spent in vain;
Can life endure a work so poor

Grew to proportions vast.

in

You

ro means! Each tiny atom of an egg has

‘Yee, but I'll have my dinner first, and
a little time to run about

you can

ground, or throw, them into the water—by

* That will keep you confined, too.”

The seed I sow will never grow,
‘Though watered oft with tears.

*.

this

* I'm going to read to blind Samuel.”

For weeks and months and years;

"And

and

a

‘* What arc you going to do
noon
:

1 till a cold and barren field,

And

ST

then asked :

the microscope

never have the pleasure of seeing our

‘+ No, ma'am ; but somehow I’d feel better to do'so.”
:

Another round, another round
Of labor thrown away ;
Another chaig of care and pain
Dragged through a cheerless day.

Not

children.

*¢ Then your father and mother did not

The weary teacher sat alone;
Unnerved and pale was he,
And bitter thought and heart-ache wrought
“This sad soliloquy :

matron

about

¢¢ Yes, ma'am ; bit then poor Ned would
be so pestered. I'd rather stay.”

And not a sound was heard around ;

% This

be-

a little ? Wouldn't you like to?”

The weary teacher sat alone

The boys and girls were

¢« 1 should think

‘Through

see that they are round and full, like half
bring
a marble, and they look as if covered with |
“I
emeralds and rubies, the colors sparkling
Kate,
and changing all the time,
fire.”
There's another thing I want to tell you,
**1
and that is how my family provide for their Jack;

-

w

Poetry.

fore.

** Then you were at church during the
first service P”

7, 1873.

you hear.”

be

bac)

sam

** May be it is,” said Jack; butbe moved
hishead around so uneasily on his pillow,
that Kate asked if she equld

de anything

for him
“1 sha’n’t sieep a wink, I know,” replied
Jack.“ But, I think I could bearit better

ed the merchant.

He

bade

the lad come

as a work
ider
edof art ora
thoughtful studyof life.~The swme work also

again
in the morning. He did so. During the day, in the
absence of the foreman,

app
ax ear
one of the s
Belect Library,
done up in

ages as they
w
off. His figares
were so beautifully formed that the mer-

AGAINST
THE WORLD. iy JeanetteBR. Hador
maun,

he wrote

chant

down the weight

noticed

wrote them.

them,

of several pack-

and inquired

who

Finding them to be tte work

of the strangor, he

called him

into his of-

fice, and
him write a line as a, speci.
men of his baad writing, The writing
was 80 beautiful that the merchant

admitted him not only to his

into his confidence and a

So that this poor boy. became
his

servant,

carrier,

partner and heir.’

clerk,

readily

employ,

but

ate regard,

successively,

book-keeper,

paper and furmshed at a moderate price,
wn:

A

author of “ Forgiven at Last,” &e. Bos-

Bhepard& Gill. 1873. 12mo. pp. 384.

Dav-wire CHARLES DICKENS
Blaiichard Jerrold.
Bume Publishe By Bast
pamphlet, pp. 80,
y
One would need to rend only the preface to

the first of these volumes to be sure that some-

thing fresh, unhackneyed, breezy, bizarre, pungent and daring wud on hand, The book itself
would justify the faith: Against the World su.
perabounds with life. It has vigor, wit, humor,
sparkle, dash and plain dealing. It evidently

My

fer to send our readers to the admirably spread

board-itself. We only give
a hint of what may be
looked for; for the rest the reader must
go to

the perfodical itself. —New York: Scribner & Co.
THE GALAXY

can never lack significance and

* | attractiveness so long as MoCarthy paint: for it
old world celebrities, and Thurlow Weed draws
on his immense fund of recollections, and Gide-

on Welles reproduces the memorable (eatures of
the great national

struggle

as

they

were

seen

trom a position in the cubinet,and Custer unfolds
Life on the Plains, and Browne talks of Woman,
und other writers lend their valuible aid, as

they doin the is<ue for May. This niimber offers

excellent entértuinment,~New York:
& Co.
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Sheldon

a
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Bhar lisienea in ny omer wilh
ess pleasure, to

have

lel

world

But they
than the

girlh

behind

red

them, and who, in going on, have
heart-wealth, and accumulated

pow-

brain

contour,

aud the lips may not smile so frequently,
but to use an expressive oolloquialism,
there is more fo the older than to the
(fshe

younger woman,

no-

be a matron,

this; but if,
body thinks of disputing
whether from choice, or because nobody
asked her, which is the unspoken assumption on the part of her critics, she wears
her maiden nsme, she is voted insipid and
little
tiresome, old-fashioned or absurd
chits,

who can

not

compare

with

ber,

arrived at their new home,

task before

in

have

real worth. Seeing
the importauce that
matrimony avery I some minds, one is
led to believe that the spirit of the ancient
prophecy, though not its letter, is in the

earts of some young ladies, and were

the (ning

brought

house;

not

and vain.
Susan, happy in her father’s
house, meets Herbert; is pleased with his

theory

entirely

out

us of

we

putting up.

book-cases

realize

from

of

a single
‘care of
without
baby to

pantaloons, makes mince-meat and sau- sages, and teaches the twins to read. In
because

she

has

no

household

cares to bind her, she carries roond the
subscription-list for the new organ, attends all the sewing societies, and presides over the infant school.
The very
things which excite the ' mirth of the
thoughtless are things which adorn her
theirs.
beautify
would
character, and
She is neat, prim, methodieal, perhaps.
But these ave all most excellent traits in
woman, and are quite as likely to exist in
exaggerated form, in the mother of seven,
as in her whomno one calls mother.
She
is precise and eareful in speech, attentive
to

conventionalities,

and

sometimes—tell

it not in Gath--seems to forget that there
are gray hairs among her brown vandeax

and érow’s feet coming round her

Ah! girls, till you

reach it yourself,

will never know how young

Sharge of

to on.

A a

basi

a]
Ba

Facuwry:

matics and Nat.

GEORGE

and Lati n Lan
DAN,

:

AGRICULTURAL,
. ‘SCIENTIFIC and

‘Wow
Mohs,

Profiusoms [ ad;

ns! Tostrndtors,rs,

No onSUIUAL:
sectarian but

Lecation can not be surpassed
Doauy, and freedom trom Cora
uegose,
. Expenses only $175 for College
f 40 weeks
inclu
Tuition, Boarding,
hing Rent, Fuel

A. M., Prof. of the Greek

8,

to
was loud preaching
lift- | nished Christian record JOHN
at door is to like
CHAMBERLAIN,
deliber- all assembled.

to

up;

gittin

reach, and to meet

everybody

slant,

a

on

walking

if

as

gravitation | no F. Baptists there Bro.
, and of his choice was o

and the luws of
were Ih
were reversed; to lie in your

old

ers rush at her, with

wildly, only

to go

whom

of|
d|

many of the hardships incident

to frontier

life,

religious

influence

in

hey died with the same disease
the lun ah and in less than four

the

community,

(congestion of
weeks of each

other.
Thus bas passed away triumphant
who have shared each other’s sorrows and
for more than

leaving

three

forty

years,

children

and

mourn their loss. May
sustain the bereived.

EL1ZA,

to ga blissful

other

our

to

died of

pals

, Didots, or even

of the
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Do

simply

Whe

eyes.

you

a woman may

then

Biblio-

leaps

buck

Have

the

back of the

in

the

ard words

po

confidants,

the

I am

THOMAS

The SPRING TERM

of our

own

words, deeds, and

omissions;

bring
inof

valuable
into the

deepest recesses of other people’s hearts.

Great
A great man

is always

willin

litz

tle. While he sits onthe cushion of adgoes to sleep. When he is
vantages he
sushed and disappointed, ‘tormented, decated, he has a chance to learn some-

face, to

ascertain the effect [reduced upon his
corseted body. If he shows signs of dife,

thing;
has

the coils vitid multiplied and in serews

close

he has been put on his wits, but he
facts ; he learns his ignorance;

een
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are invaluable.
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Furnishes College,
ical and Ladies’
weeks.

By P. P. BLISS,
For 1873, Now Ready.
Close to the Bible!
Close to the heart!
Close to the musical and religious needs of the

Sunday School,

Preparatory, Normal, Academull course of study. Terms, 10

SUNSHINE
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repent-

Illustrating !
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A novelty
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Enforcing!
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prayer meeting.

Hymns and
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w pages of practice

worship

pieces
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LYNDON CENTER, VT.
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B., Principal; Latin and Greek.
J. 8. BROWN;#A=
and

CALLEY, Precepiress, French

Miss LizZZIE

Nat

ural Sefence.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
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in manu fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.
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1.50
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on
relying
students
s@-Clergymen’s children and
their own exertions for an education, received at re-

= - _ HANNAH, widow ofthe late Eider Moses Han. | Instruction on Guitar,
Yoeal Musio,1815 Lessons,
son, died in Wolfborough, March 27, aged 74 Penmanship,
Lesson By | ~ dod,»
devoted
of

-

DOVER

Cement STONE Pipe,

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.

May the Lord bind up their wounded hearts and | Latin and Greek,
French (extra), rove to them a strong hold in the Guy of | Instruction
on Piano

a

GREAT VARIETY! DEEP
INTENSE MELODIES!

Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.

and board in private families at reasonable

oe

NEW

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

men’s are formed.

Center,

consumption in Gilford, April 2, ", aged 28 years.
She left hope to her friends that life’s great work
done. Her companion and little boy, with
was done
a large circle of relatives, are in deep mourning.

was

A.M. JONES, Sec.

THE

INSTITUTE.

_

preached by the writer from Luke 23: 28,
JOHN CHAMBERLAIN,

Sister H , from ‘youth

18 and

SUNSHINE!

n

PITTSFIELD, ME.

ingly sought the Saviour’s_faver and obtained
the witness within, that enabled him to exclaim
when dying * Father, it’s all light! Jesus is with
me.” By request of the deceased a sermon was

years.

begin Jan.

2880¢
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
z
WM REED, Sec, & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 5, 1872.

died of quick consumption, March 22, aged 25
e leaves a young wife and little boy,
years.
together with one sister and fond parents who
watched ever him continually for successive
e professed reweeks, like angels of mercy.
ligion very young, but in early manhood, whi
le
away from parental influences, he entéred the
lost the
circle of the gay and giddy, and thereb,
bed, he
sweets of youthful pardon.
On his sic

bitterly lamented his course of life, and

TERMS

1.5. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
*
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
.
a
of only one
being com
Shot oush
i
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er 1 do
ers and pu
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) done,
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flies,

a
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GEO. WHEELER.
of Landaff

LATIN SCHOOL.

April 7, 1873.

ember 3. 1872.
est daughter of Nathan and Mary Hatch died of | Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.

Men.
to be

NICHOLS

Miss ORE
CLARA A A. AN
FORBES, Tsar
Associate in Normal
DeM. Pratt, diedin East Concord, April 18, aged
Je
"e
16 years. Luella gave her heart to God about
artm ent.
two months ago; she was earpest in all of her | Miss Xbp1 E SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
appeals to her young associates, as she addressMRS. J. F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.
ed them one by one and entreated them to make Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
a preparation to meet her in heaven.
She died
Angusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Bookin the triumph of faith in Grist. This makes
Keeping.
No
deduction
for less than half a term, except on
three daughters that have been taken from the
family by the rude hand of consumption in less account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
and middle of the term.
than a year. But the father and mother do n ot | beginning
e price-of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
mourn as those without hope.
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

EATON,

Me., July 16, 1872.

SPRING AND SUMMER

1.50

mt for practice,

LR

LUELLA A., daughter of Loren W. and Almira

HENRY MARTIN

.

Lewiston,
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lo 1%
fn Lg Ek
2.00
'
Td" olubs,
« Va
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gngtrumental Music, twenty ti lessons, $10.00
1.00

labors
uwitedn-

Mary O., wife of Lyman Thompson and

Pr

neck

8

MR. ABIEZAR SNOW died in Brunswick, Me., | Fall term commences A

that restless curiosity and scrupulous examothers, and spending so much
time in scrutinizing and diving

a

April 5, 55d 30 years and 7 months.
The d e- | Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872,
ased had been a worthy member
of the 1 st | GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L: GERRISH, Principal Normal DepartFree Baptist church in B, for many
years, and
ment.
died in a * good old age.”
E.
MANSON,
Mes. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
.
atics.
Math

my

ination to bear on our own conduct,
stead of sitting up ourselves as censors

Lancaster,

with the F. Baptist church, of which she conti
ued a worthy member until called to the church
above. Our loss is her gain.
E. DUNTON.

thought,

let us

P.

8. FROST.

SCHOOL.

g Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

perfectly at| at the regular rates.

enced religion at the age of35 under
ized and
of Rev. J.
P. Longley, was b:

enough

quite

own business only ; we have

to give an account

D.

THEOLOGICAL

EXPENSES.

enmans.

ROSALINDA, wife of Dea. Jos.

heart isopen to receive your communication
withgladness; if it be anything bad, my ears
are shut against you, they refuse to be sullied. What profit am I to derive from
hearing that some one has behaved badly?
I was ignorant of it, and you telling me of
it can only make me sad. Why should you
not s
to him? Let us meddle in our

the

BATES

COLLEGE.
11, and

ENSTITUTE.

The ext Tertn of inis achivl wil Somenes Rugs
.
e Fao
or
the next
year is o:
e
as follows :
¥
¥
Aion
Rev. 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
reek and Homiletics, .
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
Rev. Ton a Jove,
. M., Protessor of Systematic
eo
;
Thomas 8, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses-ot study are
prescribed; one embracing and the other omitting the ancient lan-

M. D., President.

will open March

May 29, 1873.

that

did

Ye

fk

ore

TUTTLE,

RIDGEVILLE

died in Anson, Mé., April, 1873, after a long and
painful illness, aged 60 years.
Sister 1. expéri-

fewer the

ready to listen to you,

Special

COLLEGE,

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

T have rarely seen any one

a

home.

St. John Chrysostom advises us to give
to detractors the following warning :
Have you anything good to say of your
brother,

Worship God,

bat worshiped with us and seemed

go.

but few

LAPHAM

A

The SUMMER TERM will commen a on Monday,
April 14, 1873.
> mplete courses of study fit, both sexes.
. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873.

Rooms for se f-boarding may be had at reasonable
§ be would
hy then pate ty
ody
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
h
He was a member of the Congregational chure ) | term, paying from such time to the close of the term

v
Detraction.
ea

of the latter with unerring certainty, leaving
oot or two of the upper part of the
y at liberty. In an instanthe encircles
him within five or six folds; he then stops
and looks the strangled foe

M.

JOHN RODGERS,

geem to enjoy a sermon

and perso nal

better.

trial until he cuts the snake in twain. The
black snake is also more than an equal
competitor against the rattlesnake. Such
is its celerity, both in runping and entwining itself around its victim, that the rattlesnake
has no way of escaping from its
fatal embrace. When the black and rattlesnake are aboutto meet for battle; the
former darts forward at the hight of its
spect, and strikes at

Y.

at Jonesville, Vt., April 8, after a short sickaess,
aged T1 years. He leaves a wife and three chil

A man of honor respects his word as
his bond.
;
:
Aid but néver beg.
Help others ‘when you can,but never give
what you can not afford, simply because
it is fashionable.
t
Learn to say * no.” No necessity of snappingit out dog fashion, but say it firmly
and respectfully.

for-

repeats

Pa.

BRO.GE0. DOUGLASS died of pleura-pneumonia,

in trade.

take it. out

it will

Pay as you

ward and aims to sever the body
of the
snake with his sharp bifurcated
hoofs.
The first onset is ‘most commonly successful, but if otherwise, the

Sells

ein

invites attack, he loses no time in preparing
for battle. He makes up within ten or
snake,

To die was gain.

and the man | «

it is cheap,

because

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

The Master has called her home.
Husband and
children feel the loss of her society and council.

;

ities.
Do not kick every stone in the path.
More miles can be made in a day by going
steadily on than by stopping.

discovers a rattlesnake in a situation which
of the

enjoyed was the last session of sthe

to tell stories in business

INSTITUTE,

IOWA.

Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
‘ormation,
peculiar
send for aadvantages.
Circular to For particular
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

their loss.
rie
Have order, system, regularity, liber- Hon whel a Tad of 11 . Boo 3th ned Jo
person
candid
every
that
well
so
profession
his
ality and promptness.
He was
Do not meddle with business vou know | who knew him called him a good man.
very aetive in pr oF fntet in and enjoyed hems
:
nothing about.
e attend-|
set Buons
Ome
much.
Never buy an article you do not . need, | Y6ry
ed public worship I preached from these words

The rattlesnake finds a superior foe in the
deer and black snake. Whenever a buck

feet

not stop

If you have a place of business, be found
there when wanted.
No man can get rich by sitting round
stores and saloons.
¢« Never fool” in business matters.
i

——
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to Get Along.
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COLLEGIATE

WILTON,

given to those desiring to take a thorough

WEST

24th.

WILTON

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
5
| on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1572.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
;
Primary Branches, - $400
titude the crosses in ber way. An affectionate
Common English,
.
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a 2500
wife and the mother ofa large family she found
Higher English,
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enw.
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much to engage both heart and hands, but for
Classical,
+
=
.
«
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«600
Christ’s sake she labored on. In the pra oh, and
Board
and
Rooms
can
be
‘obtained
at
reasonable
old -on
conference meeting, she seemed to lay
an invisible friend. The last public service she rates.
For further particulars address the Principal, or

—BSaunterings By C.D. Warner.

+ How

VT.

at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes.

attention

clime,

relatives

Heavenly Father
8. NORTON.

wife of Eld. E. Jordan,

SEMINARY,

two | course in Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.
joys

at Bellevernon, March 18 1873, aged kh
and 4 months.
Sister J ordan in yous zave her
heart to Jesus and was ba
y Eld. 8. Wil-

with

ing

SEMINARY.

ment
is fully
completed,
at an expense
The enla
of over $30,000; and the facilitiesof a first class
institution are furnished to both re.
rates. Send for Cotalogue, a
. 8. GARDNER, Prindigal,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.
0

C.A.Mooers, A. B., Principal.
IL D.Swmith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie
Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.
Jpens Feb. 20, 1878.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Board may be obtained in privite families at $3.50
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

but with a large faith and good degree of energ
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, all for-
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W. CHASE,
Inst ructor in ; Instrumental
the pledge he made last autumn when he w a8 MELVILLE
artof the day. Said he,this “TI | BEV. JOHN 8, COPP, Instuctor in Theological Deugtd w preach a t when I come
again
artment.
:
Blues, T wil preach in your stead.”
0,
Mi TALMA H.
Ins. in French and German.
8
MARY
A.
STRATTON,
Asst. Prin,in Ladies’
Be
made
he: profuise. , but not in

:
you get

to the bottom

are

on

find

and

sofa

the

We

but ten to one they will not

Pick:

sleep, mends the stockings, sews the buttons on Joe's
coat, and seats Tommy's
addition,

to walk up
r, and, when

of sand; to wuttemptto sit down

Segoe
sevirienne. These gems of
typogThe
faultless exterior, his graceful manners, raphy are the vermin of libraries.
his debonair courtesy. A few weeks pass,’|’ tiny, imponderable tomes easily escape the
and they are e
ed; a few weeks more, discipline which their heavier colleagues
aud they are m
. Mothers with half submit to. On uy ordinary’'shelf they are
a dozen bright girls about them envy Su- lost. And then where is one to put them?
san’s mamma, w
ers are all so The natural impulse is to send them up to
winning and so
sought ; and Susan, the upper shelves, to the attics of the book
We can not have them on the
“now Mrs. Herbert, is surveyed with pleased mansion.
speculation by her former girl-friends as convenient level where books in daily use
she walks howe from church on her hus- are lodged. And yet up aloft they are
band’s arm. Her life hereafter may be a out of sight, and their minnte beauties are
garden or a desert; but in either event she wasted and disfigured by dust and cobwebs.
Perhaps the best plana is to have them, like
can never be called an old maid.
Wife and motherhood is God's crown any other curiosilies, in a cabinet or on the
on woman's life. ‘Perhaps her Hfe is table, if the latter can be kept free from
Pall Mall Gazelle.
never complete without their responsibili- new publications.—
ties and self-abnegations; and yet womanhood is over and beyond all accidents of
Facts in Natural History.
position, and when we come to plain fact,
find that many
of the work and
and does it well,
Martha rocks the

i

17, 1878.

new rooms. And, if by a miracle they do, them in
the opposite corner; to see her
:
in what ‘‘admired disorder” are our treasunjted with the F. Baptist church atTo
but only to shoot back | jjams and
recover,
partially
ures presented to us! Folios and pocket F again
ugh her state-room door, and be | Cookstown, in May, 1822, She was married
F.
Jordan,
Murch
4, 1825. In the year 1832 her
editions §i0¢ by side, Juargos and octavos seen no more ; all this Is quite pleasant and
during
received license to preach, , and
a
in adulterous and forbidden conjunction. refreshing if you are tired
of land, but you husband
the following years she pressed on in the Chri 8
However, they must be got out and ‘up get quite enough of it in a couple of weeks. tian
journey, meeting bravely and with true for-

morally impgssible, seven wom-

the discussion, we
woman has much
the married state,
the honor. Aunt

of the sea, |

who goes

to be flung agaiust it like a
know it,

en would now take hold of one man, exclaiming, “We will eat our own bread
and wear our own apparel, oaly let us be. somehow, or the house is not habitable,
called by thy name.”
The dignity, the and then you are mad eaware of the tyrauny
sacredness, the absolute life-tenure of mar- of possession which books can display.
riage are lost sight of in the momentary That Plautus, which you put on shelf 8,
eclat of the wedding-day
and the stir of merely because he was an octavo and you
its antecedent preparations, and so that happened to have come upoa a run of
the young lady is married, herself ard her octavos, and you must find a lodging for
fiiends alike seem satisfied.
No matter him somewhere, has no right to, be there
by jowl with
whether there be bétween her and her wherehe is. He is cheek
mate the union of soul, which alone can Kant and Hegel, and you vow he must find
insure a happy life. Whether their tastes another place among the Latin classics or
and sentiments harmonise, and they have the dramatists, if you classify by subjects.
' so much in common, that they may safely Yet, unless you are one of those. overpowerlngly energetic people who never put off
expect, after
the glamor of the homeymoon has
to spend, pleasant years anything, the chances are he will maintain
of sober
daylight togethe, nobody seems his position against you for a long while.
to know or care.
Far too many lives of You can easily pull him out doubtless; bat
grand, good men, and of faithful, patient whereis he to go to? Your classical shelf
women, are irretrievably ruined by mis- is chockful ; and as for the dramatic shelf,
takes made here, John sees Lillie, fairy- Dyse’'s Shakespeare and recent euriosit
like and Hewiehing in tulle and lace, on about the Spanish drama have made it
a hotel piazza ; falls in love, proposes and hopeless to see a Fefuge there. : Another
Ided
is accepted,to waken by and by to the trial awaits the bibliophile who has
truth that his wife is mercenary,
heartless to the too tempting attractions of small

and leave romantic

a
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hear all the dishes on the cabin-table go
sousing off against the wall ina general
smash ; to sit at table holding your soupplate with one hand, and wate ng for a
wounds on margins
and
leaves, and
it chance to put your spoon in when it comes
generally lacks a cover, which has to be ~high tide on your side of the dish; to vigisupplied of brittle and flimsy deal.
Still lantly watch the lurch of the heavy dishes
the demand for old tea-chests proves that while holding
your
glass, and your plate,
up to the present time they have no rival and your knife and fork, and not to notice
in the transport of books, and sometimes it when Brown, who sits next you, gets
it is difficult to procure them.
; the whole swash of the
avy from the
But, painful as may be the dismantling roast-beef dish on his
high-colored pantaof a library, it is nothing to its reconstruc- loons, and see the look of dismay that ontion: When books in large numbers have ly Brown can assu:ne on such an occasion ;

er, hawe been disciplined by trial, taught
by experience, and wrought upon by the
differing yieissitudes of life. The cheek
may have lost some of its rounded

sl
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wears the gladnessof morning.
are not, necessarily, more winniug
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1 care not.

a trap-door
ing up
ately start for some

at once useless and intolerable lumber.
The trade, which very likely knows the
best thing to be done, uses discharged teachests, and perhaps there is nothing better
attainable,
The tea~chest has much to
recommend it as a means for carrying
books, It is made of very thin but very
tough wood, such as no native carpenter
could turn out. On the other hand, it is
apt to present vicious nails, which lacerate
backs and biudings and inflict ghastl

affected © merriment, are a deli ght to all
beholders.
They have the swift, eager
their

“

father’s family. * I feel,” said he, *‘ that I can
them and wi
ping | Rev. DANIEL M.G
Presiden
do nothing
but
. ang
Prof. of Mental hilosophy ad Bibl
good time, TobiaHk pod
that Godt n hispoy
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Prof. § Systematic
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to the fountain of Iife. T Ia am
Christ
as a faithful child would
i
A. M., Prof. MatheRv OSUENCER J.

white caps, is all well enough ; to lie in
¥ our narrow berths and ro

then also realize their

, but the article
are Just budding into maturity, are very |'is not only somewhat
needlessly bulky. and
lovely, as half-blown roses are, and their | suppliedis
after the removal are
bright eyes, changeful bloom, . and un- | heavy, and
and

.

a

a

and

their | side all night long;
How ar® they to be transferred when
and the distance they have to go your state-room
unmarried woman, half pitiful, half con- number
temptuous, with regard to her elder sister, are botk considerable ? Carpenters can, there, find you have
cases; but this the hill, and openin
who has remained single? The" girls who | no doubt, make
in

who

dongs

.

has

P., Prof. Nat,
and use of heavier oniing, W
?
;
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e werds. Plague of Lj Jodie onforSockone when
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We never get a fair idea of the physical 8
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the funeral
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to evolve a new
traveled and intellectual, as beautiful in which has beenthedestroye
chaos before him, and he
as she had been in her | cosmos out of

her fortieth year
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ruin himself, having brought it about by and the tempest's roar, the wet sheet and
of residence; secondly, he knows ‘the flowing sea,a life on the ocean wave,
{ ehange
accomplished, that he will have to re-edify the building and all the rest of it. To.
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Pleasures of a Voyage

peut, of the biplical host. The owner of
pensive than
the host sits amid roins, more
e, for he
Marius amid the ruins of C
has two reflections which the great consul
had not; he is most likely the cause of the
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member of the M, E, church up to the time
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all the
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fee), when her birth-days
—of —deeeit;—has- her union with oar late lamented brother.Sh e | duced tuitions ———————
Street or by
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families;m clubs at . All orders at Factory on Cochieeo Dover,
many, that she don’t care to mention them. ing the countenance of the viethm. Thus got moderation and real skill,
then united with the F. Baptists and remained
H.
N.
to. Box 59%
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Hail Jrompdt
and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.
In some feminine souls, and those some of the two remain thirty or forty minutes; man always shows himself on the- side of a beloved member tHll death, She was a good lower rates,
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and step-mother, and after having
of
the gweetest and purest, there is a fountain the executioner then slackens one coil, his assailants, It is more to his interest wife loss
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These semi- monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to

consin Yearly Meet ng, and has been in successful
operacion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The vill
of
laces
the
Evansville is finely located, and few
West surpass it in point of moral and religious in| fluences.
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. Jacoss will have charge of the Musio De-
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Seventeen more bodies

N ews, Summary.

were

recovered

from

the wreck of the Atlantic Saturday.

M ISCELL ANEOUS,

Bural and Domestic,

Mobil-

Franklin township; Ky., bas been for fifteen
years without a bar-room,
A great coal discovery is reported between
Peace and Bone rivers in the dominion of Cana~

Richard Petit, an attorney of Philadelphia,
who was to have been married at noon Wednesday, committed suicide Tuesday evening.
1] da
Advices via Fort Garry report fighting beHans Breitman is at work on a book about the
tween United States troops and Blackfeet In- English gipsies and their languages.
dians and the killing of many Americans,
The Arkansas lead mines dre attracting the
The burning of a railway station, near Cincins attention of mining capitalists,+
nati,caused the death of seven persons, Saturday
Cheese facjufies are springing up all over Minnight.
nesota.
Dorman B. Eaton has decided to accept the

vacancy in the Civil Sérvice Board made by. the

Strawberries will be abundant in Maryland

especially

Permanent Pastures.
improve every
are thousands

the plow is not used at all in the pastures. There

every year by the grazing of these animals and
thé decay of the buffalo grass.

ing’ districts of New

York and Western Cone

necticut, there are Targe farms kept in perma-

The War Department has made extensive
preparations for. the protection of engineering

The cotton crop in Louisiana is ten days in advance of last year.

5

parties of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The
expedition will start June 15." About forty com-

panies of troops of all branches
will compose

the

of the service

expedition.

Colonel

Stanley

commands,

was accordingly intreduced but voted down by a
large majority.
The following day a resolution
was passed requesting Jefferson Davis to visit
the State.
The letter adds that Davis has accepted the invitation,
Judge Davis, of the Supreme Court, has granted District Attorney Phelps’s motion to set aside
the allegations of error made by Stokes’s attorneys. This decision materially lessens Stokes’s
chances of obtaining a new trial, and occasioned
considerable sensation.
The public debt statement shows a reduction
of $2,247,485,60 during the past month, and of
$3,801, 544.57 since March 1, 1873.

is

rotting

in the

It is proposed in Kentucky to let juries fix the
penalty in murder cases.

There
French

A private letter from Austin, Texas, says that
Governor Dafis, recently, sent a message to the
. legislature requesting that body, in view of the
contemplated trip ofthe President to some of
the Southern States in May or June, to invite
him to extend his visit to Texas.
A resolution

Minnesota

is a large
Canadian

>

increase in
emigrants

the number of

to

the'

states

this

Enough

of

the

Chicago

fire to

roast potatoes

was found the other day,
‘Carabo Spencer's menagerie is what a Sioux
City telegraph op erator made out of cerebro-spinal meningitis,

There are strawberries

in the New

York res-

taurants.

A gentleman in Washington proposes the raising of ten thousand dollars for the purpose of
presenting Whittier with stereotype plates of
his own works, with steel engravings to illustrate them.

A

valuable

silver mine

has

been

just outside of Little Rock, .

The health of Senator Brownlow

discovered

is better than

it hae been for the last six years, and

he has dis-

charged his physician,
A

memorial

window,

commemorative

James Dougherty murdered his father-in-law,
Howell 3mith, in Marshall county, Ky., a few

John Franklin, has been placed

days ago,and was hunted down by
citizens and killed by a son of Smith.

ers, and which isettended chiefly by sailors.

A Mrs. Kellonberger was

a party

shot dead

of

by her

brother-in-law,
Jobn
Schmelzer, at Bremen,
Ohio, Wednesday, in a quarrel about some ocattle.

G. A. Hayden and Thomas Hubbard were
murdered at a lumber camp near Mapleton, Me.,
‘Wednesday night, by James Cullen, who was
once hunted down and hanged.

at

The Straits of Mackinaw are now fully

open,

and several steamers passed through from

Lake

Michigan, Thursday night.
It is understood that Secretary Richardson
desires to modify the civil service rules respect-

ing appointifients in his department, so that each
State shall be represented
and eandidates mominated by their congressmen, who
sponsible for the appointments.

shall

be

re-

A heavy rain-storm, accompanied by thunder
and lightning, prevailed at Chicago from seven
o’clock Thursday fight until near daylight Friday morning. An immense quantity of water fell.
. Four houses in different parts of the city were

struck by lightning and set on fire, but the damage was sight.

:

No further movements

reported:

at

the

lava

beds

are

General Davis arrived there Friday:

Governor Perry of Washington
applied for arms for the settlers,

Territory has
and ‘the "War

department responds by sending the number
lowed by law for the

militia,

stating

'al-

however,

that the action is not to be constructed as. sanetioning any military
Indians.
4

movements

‘against

A bridge crowded with people gathered
ness a baptism fell into the Rock Riyer at
Illinois, Sunday, causing a great loss
Thiriy-two bodies .had been recovered

the.

to witDixon,
of life.
at last

accounts, and more were supposed to be under
the wreek of the bridge.
A'special conference of the Mormon church

assembled Sunday.

It is rumored that Brigham

Young will resign the presideney of the
during the session.

church

A terrible snow-storm occurred in Cloud county, Kunsas, recently, and two families were
frozen to death.

FOREIGN.

The will of the late ex-Emperor Napoleon,
under which letters of administration

are

app!

is sworn

L, is published.

to

ider
The

blo:

The

estate

of Sir

in a ehurch in

London of whieh Sir John was one of the found-

Within the past three years there have oceurred one hundred and forty-one murders in New

York city, with but twe executions.

now

£120,000 stgriing.

hull ‘of the steamship Atlantic is now
almost to pieces, and large quantities of

and many more. bodies. were recover
ed last week,
The Republicans were generally sucoessfal in
the French Assembly elections, i
Jtis-reported in. Bayonme, France, that the

and

him when he was a chaplain of Congress.
Nevada during the past year are

and in

sufficient to in-

dicate that the entire eastern market will be supplied. from this source, and that there will be

the

pastures

as soon
ay grass

stants

sufficiently to feed them. The cattle increase
in'weight, and in thé quality of the beef, during
the summer, and are sold to the butchersas
One man can’ take

new

settle-

ments of the West they must still raise
for there is little capital there, and the
of grain isthe easiest way of making
But in the more thickly settled portions
country, where the farmer has a good

grain,
raismg
money,
of the
home

pasture by heavy grazing. We came into possession of an old rented farm three years siuce

ner in. which
in, so that it
of much more
quantity of it,

that carried

wrapped

but four cows, a pair of horses, and

a small flock of sheep. There was a hundred
acres more devoted to pasture, badly mossgrown, weedy, and bushy, from want of grazing.
About thirty head of “cattle and twenty-five
their

Tambs

have been kept in good

though twenty acres of it were devoted to Tye.
The feed has been miore ‘than quadrupled in
quantity,
and
greatly
improved
im quality.
White clover hascome in abundantly, as have

fine grasses, and the weeds and ‘brush are dis«
appearing under the’ moses of the sheep. If the
large, itis

necessary

be restored by grazing.

suffizient,

A dispatch to the New York

Herald, from Vicholera
eity on

April 24th, five of which have proved fatal.

An

effort is being made to conceal the fact of the ap-

pearance of the disease in that city.
Eugenie’s mother bas become blind.
Six new theaters are building in Vienna.

A comic paper in the interests of
is announced in Loudon.

temperance

Two newspapers in Toronto have been prosecuted for advertising a gift enterprise.
Professor Huxley has just taken
lord rector of Aberdeen University.

his chair as

The Italian Parliament has consoled Amadeo
for the lose of the Spanish crown with an annui-

ty of $50,000. *
The wife of the late General Robert Anderson
bas been very'ill in Paris, but at last accounts
was convalescent,
Mrs. Black, the Maid of Athens, is
one of Byron’s celebrities now alive.

the

only

Wilkie Collins will sail for America in Augusts
under eggagement for a long series of lectures.

In a short

time there will be scarcely a judge

on the English bench who was there three years
ago.
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therefore, remains to poison the blood and be conveyed to every part of the system. Hence the symptoms of bile poisoning, which are dullness, headache, incapacityto keep the mind on any subject,
impairment of memory, dizzy, sleepy, or nervous
feelings, gloomy forebodings.and irritability ot temper. The blood itself being diseased, as it forms the
sweat upon the skin, is 80 irritating and poisonous
that it produces discolored brown spots, pimples,
blotchés and other eruptions, sores, boils, carbuncles and scrofulous tumors. The stomach, bowels,
and other organs become affecked, sooner or later,
and costiveness, piles, dropsy, dyspepsia, diarrhea,
female weakness, and many other forms of chronic
disease, are among the necessary results. As a remedy for all these manifestations of disease, Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is positively unequaled. By it the liver and stomach are changed to
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when

Metaslish

New ¥h.sc oo Th @4 1041

markable than that this fluid holds potassiam, or

We

20

18 8..

ww

RYE.

Ordinary. sw i

to overlook the

sasidon ae

icket
.

"
MAPLE SUGAR.

Iron in the Blood.

reads,

H »

do,Chickens . 20@..

@..70

T.Kegs ......

of vinegar.

2 spoonfuls

EB

ive

COTTON.

the

Valuable furniture must be sewed up in miattings, and entirely protected. Large hogsheads
are better than ly
boxes for packing fragile
articles, as they can be more eadily handled,

12 persons,

Stock Feeding,

of

-

.

33
«325

POULTRY.
{Live Parkeys—

+. 15}8 .

New York. we
01d,1870,.....

Stirit,

is reduced ten per cent.

slabs should be put
and sheets of wet,
each slab, and each
by wedges and side

sheep to every 2 3-4 persons, and a pig to every
13 persons.
Norway has a cow to 2 1-2—<a sheep to l—and
a pig to 18 persons,
Denmark bas a cow to 2—a sheep to tetnd FS
pig to 4 3-4 persons.
Prussia bas a cow to 5—a sheepto 1—and;a pig
to b persons.
Wurtemburg has a cow to 4—a sheep to-2 3-4
—and a pig to 7 persons.
Bavaria has a cow to 4—a sheep to 2 1-2—and
a pig to b persons.
Saxony hasa cow to 6-—a sheep to §—and a
pig to 8 persons.
Holland hasa cow to 4—a sheep to 4—and a
pig to 12 persons.
Belgium has a cow to T—a sheep to 9—and 3
pig to 8 persons.
Austria has a cow to 6—a sheep to 2—and a
pig to 5 persons.
Switzerland has a cow to 3 1:2<a sheep to 6
—and a pig to 7.1-2 persons.
The United States has a cow to 4 persons, a
sheep to cach person, and a pig to 1 1-2 persons.

parallel.’

all

wg.

Spermeciaeeaees 3

yolk

each

jo &
West.600 @ 7 50|Prime Cakes... 17 @..
Canada. sss
6 00 @ 7 00|Barrels .....cc. U0 @..

Beat the white of egg Lo astiff froth, and lightly

ly prized china and glass, and when they arrived at their: destination ‘there was not one whole

pillows and bolsters can be stuffed

one sheep to every person, and one pig to every
10 persons.
France has a cow to every 6 persons, a sheep
to every person, and a.pig to every 6 persons.

has

of

and last

pepper,

i

SUP...»

fresh egg and mix it with two tablespoonfuls
of olive oil very slowly, add one and one-half
spoonfuls of mustard, 8 spoonfuls of ‘sali, a little

rangement.

be placed across mirrors:
need be used for packing,

populationin
the most prominent countries of
the world.
Tt shows the following results:

Sweden

wagon

.

16 00 1 17 00

eee

West

75

12.

POTATOES,

B60

sift in 1 pound of flour,1 egg beaten, 1 tablespoonful of yeast; beat these well together ; when risen
form into rolls, and with as little handling as pos-

largest china store in the ¢ity to pack their high-

driven closely

live stock

Great Britain—One cow to every

roughest

White

FRENCH ROLLS. ~Boil 1 pint of milk; cut up
2 oz. butter into it, add a little salt; when tepid,

did not understand their busivess.
In packing looking-glasses.
dnd marble slabs
each piece should be placed in a separate box,
and fixed in its place by wedges and side pieces,

Professor Thorold Rogers, of Oxford University, England, has made up a curious return of

the

ever

#B)
ves

@a19

8 gi8 5 50

o. 30 |Hams,
rer

FEATHERS.

fuls of sugar; 3 teaspoonfuls of melted butter; 2
small teaspoontuls of soda or saleratus; a hand:
ful-of bread crumbs dried. Bake in a quick oven.

the

50

vu

15

Fa
Factory ex.

Weste
gi

meal; 1, pint

dishes; make it as firm and solid as a rock, A
bed quilt,or some blankets, can be tightly crowded in upon the top, atter laying hay all over the
dishes. Packed in this way, the most fragile
articles can be carried thousands of miles with
and

ordinary

State......

milk; 2 eggs; a little salt; 2 tablespoon-

sible. Bake on tins,
SALAD
DRESSING. ~Take

43

EGGS.

Bake in tins and cut in squares forthe
sour

nae

Yellow. yeee o

in; a little cream of tar-

CORN MUFFINS.+1 pint of corn
of

PORK.

bl, .

Western. . is .q nai.
i
wa:

1 tea-

nen P
ibepopular
Sean euE
rmom interest
regarding iron as it exists in the circulation have

but brightly tinted bits of glass dnd china.

is so un

only ean tell if itis

salt;

00

CHERRE,

table

piece of the various sets. Nothing was te be seen

Live Stock to Population.

The vacancies are all by death or resignation.

The French Atlantic cable is broken. The
electricians of the company locate the break
at
‘the distance of two hundred and thirty miles

the

with eon-

milk; 1 teaspoonful

8 30 IMRETOWe weer 000

00

tags Coen ang 50 Bem te

despre to be

- Probably ne fact a. medical or chemical seience
is more widely unde
than that there is
*“{ron in the blood. » As a fact it is no more re-

injury,

mANKET.

R.

CAKE, IN TINS.~1 quift meal;

boiling

beat three eggs and put

tar.

issih
do..14

spoonful of soda; setit to rise in a warm place;

I knewof persons moving from New York to
Colorado, who employed packers from the

advisable to use it. In all, bone-dust and ashes
will be good and paying investments.—4dm, Ag.

scattered over the world.

enna, says that twenty eases of sporadic
were brought to the hospital in that

but

equal that an experiment

1 pint

and the man-

newspapers;

Baas, —1f you

tom, and so placed as at to touch sich other,
but not over half an fuch apart.’
Wmp each
plate and saucer in paper, and put in piles.
Stuff in the hay witha small stick, between the

out

to plow, or to

Top-dressing

or

GOOD

CORN-MEAL

to the seil

bottom of each box. thickly covered with hay.
Then put in the dishes, the heaviest at the bot-

condition in this old pasture the past season, al-

bushes are

paper

in

pint milk and

not fresh, This is an jufallible rule to distinguish a good egg from a bad one,
DRIED APPLE JELLY.~One quart of apples
put in four quarts of water, and ' allowed to
stand
all night} boil till the goodness is outof
the app, strain to a quart of juice, add a pint
of sugar, and boil till it comes to = jelly.

for Moving.

soft

19

certain that your eggs are good and fresh, put
them in water; if the butts. turn up, they are

J

the packing material 18 crowded
will keep the whole box firm,is
consequence than the quality or
Glass and china-ware should be

up in

sugar;

West

To TLL

%

them;

pound

let them rise.

Ral
4
Now the first principle in puckingis to have
the articles so firmly fixed that no amount of
jostling or jarring can move

14

them into
« dough, make them’ in3 cakes’ and

T. Im proportion as the soil is found to exhaust
itself by successive crops, plants which are least
exhausting should be cultivated.

Packing

salera-

the same of rising, 4 or 8 drops of pearlash. Mix

be prepared, it

when the land i¢ in good heart,

Tw omAK

cup of sugar, one cup of
of

Markets.

eggs.

of butter;

P

less is. restored

:

Wholesale Pris for.
for, the week ending,
FRENCH LOAR CAKE ~One pound of flour,
"APRIL 80, 1873,
one of sugar, one of raisins, half a pound of butAPPLES.
OATS,
ter,one cup’ of milk, five eggs, and spice to taste,
Dried. .
EEEEEEY
a. |
sane an
J
HaM TOAST. ~Chop’ lan ham ‘and put it in Green'Winter iste: gw Nano Neddive
on 3:: @.,
a pan with pepper, a lump of butter, and 2 eggs
uv BEANS,
|
!
‘ONIONS.
beaten. ‘When well ‘warmed; spreadit on hot{*oMarrow:..+..2 65 @ 2 T Whitei..iivis 7 00
8 50:
Ex Medio. . 3 55 a2 &
PEAS,
shy
hd
buttered toast, and serve, *
BE
Canala. vs: 100 @ 1 06:
SUGAR BISCUITS.~1 pound flout; 1-4 pound

the

too frequently in rotation.
6. Two plants favorable to the growth of
weeds ought not to succeed each other,
3
6. Boeh plants as eminently exhaust the soil,
as the grains and oil plants, should ouly be sown

labor is high, he should enlarge his pastures
and increase his stock.
Itis surprising to see
the change effected in a few years upon an old

with

advances

by the plant cultivated.
"oa
8. Perpendicular rooting plants and such as
root horizontally ought to succeed each other.
4. Plants of the same kind should not return

market for beef and mutton, yest and lamb, and

three years. The murder of Benjamin Nathan
remains shrouded in mystery and his family are

ment of the Vienna Exposition, and that articles
from the United States intended for exhibition
will be received until the tenth of June next.

| tus, two

|

2. Every crop impoverishés a soil more or less,

but the low price of grains and the high price of
meats indicate that the raising of meats pays betIn the

thereby

well a soil. may

according as more or

in fertility. Everything it produces is returned
to it again.
Pi
Of course all farmers can not’ follow grazing,

terghan the raising of grain.

‘and

The

Gn.

butter, one of sour milk, teaspoonful

can not long nourish crops of the same kind in
without becoming exhausted.

is all the while improving

centrated fertilizers will hasten the process of
amelioration. In some districts plaster will be

the American depart-

WARM CAXE~One

is

[ ‘succession

there is good judgment in buying and selling,
the profits of this kind of farming are very hand-

The law recently passed by Congress, allows
two dollars additional per ‘month for each ehild
of a soldier, dating from July 1st, 1866.
All minors are also entitled to this amount.

space has been allotted to

1, However

tle, and the winter is a season of leisure, Where
some, and the farm

‘warmer,

Sertl

to November.

cut them frequently to getnd of them. But almost any neglected pasture, free of brush, may

The Department of State has receivedinformation that six thousand additional square feet of

this

Principles Géverning Rotation.

care of several hundred cat-

a large balance left for export.

The Nathan mansion on Twenty-third ‘street,
New York, still stands vacant. It will neither
lease nor sell, and has now been vacant nearly

broken;

clays, which! in

and mora} happiness of thie whole population.

tonal dressing of plaster, at the

putin

sheep

The Rev. W. H. Milburn, the blind preacher,
has obtained a divorce from his wife, who was
once # beautiful belle of Baltimore, and married

The discoveries of borax in California

Commodore William Smith, who com soled
the frigate Congress when she was sunk by the
Merrimac, died at St. Louis, Wednesday.

cattle, is an

soon as they are ripe,from August

season.

and ‘easily

—

ual deepening of the soll.’
"9, Nt trebles the vale of ‘matures Which are
applied, und conséquently greatly increases the
crops.
10. And, finally, it. produces
& more healthy
climate, and conduces greatly to the health

Inthe best graz-

rate of a bushel to the® acre, ‘ Some of these
farms will carry a bullock to the acre, and
leave a thick mat of grass
upon the sod when
the bullocks are sold off in the fall. The store
cattle are boughtin the market in the spring,

in

Domestic Recipes.

would otherwise be retarded or prevented.
8. Tnits consequence, it i equivalent to an det:

‘by the buffalo and the antelope, growing richer

Sown
ground.

wheat

Rath

the space

crop to'an earlier harvest; ' thus it is equivalent
to'n change of climate,
7. When the autamn is wet, draining car
ries off the superabundance of water, and prepares the land for sowing fall” erops, which

is asoft velvety turf, the result
ofa century of
close feeding. There are millions of acres of
pasture in the trans-Misseuri country
fed for ages

and threw the body into a ravine.

ped off the head and one arm of Maria Bow man,

Rr

occupies

true . of stubborn’

it becomes

of farms in the cheese districts of England’ where

year by the
feeding of beef<cattle, The only
fertilizer applied,
besides the droppings of the

Burke,

which

6. By freeing the soil from an excess of water,
We can have pastures that will
year without ‘the plow. There

Memphis will send to the Vienna Exposition a
bale of cotton, baled in blue silk.

A colored farm-laborer named George

air,

practice become altogether another soils +

nent pasture, and growing more fertile every

of Collinsville, Ill., while drunk, recently chop-

fresh

4 Just left by the water.
5. The 'soil,. after thorough draining, becomes

‘this season, and the peunch crop is safe.

resignation of Mr. Curtis,

by

looser, more friable”

Paragraphs.

Congressman James Brooks, of Credit
ier fame, died in New York last week.

lowed

do P pe

Svernors,
ooking.

nge, * Ha ir Fe Ty

in quality and price, or goods’ ean be returned at our

WM, BURLINGAMI, , Agent, Ey
No. 67 Portland te; Boston.
Factory at Exeter, x. HH
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